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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Those of us who are social workers and students of social work are frequently asked by the professional people and layman about social work in the military setting. The purpose of this thesis is to attempt to evaluate on what basis social work was possible in the Neuropsychiatric Section of Camp Edwards Convalescent Hospital.

The questions we will presume to answer are those growing out of this experience. What kind of social work is possible? How much treatment is possible? What are the elements in the army situation affecting practice? Can group therapy be used as an aid to individual therapy? How much help can a patient be given in a few short interviews? What is the value of group therapy? Can resources such as physical training and occupational therapy be utilized in the case work plan?

This study describes the Neuropsychiatric Treatment Section of the First Service Command Convalescent Hospital, Camp Edwards, Massachusetts, from January 1945 until January 1946 with emphasis on psychiatric social work.

The living quarters were two story army barracks which had been made attractive from a functional standpoint with every modern convenience. Although at the outset many things were lacking, by April 1945 there was in action a full pro-
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INTRODUCTION

Those of us who are social workers and students of so-
cial work are frequently asked by the profession's people how
they can better work in the military setting. The purpose
of this study is to attempt to evaluate what social work
was accomplished in the New Mexico Militia Section of Camp EM-
where the Consciousness Hospital

The main points we will discuss are

- the duties of the hospital.
- what kind of social work is being done.
- what the elements in the study suggest treatment practice.
- the main elements of treatment practice.
- the need of treatment in military personnel.
- what the patient perceives as therapeutic factors.

The study generalizes the New Mexico Militia Treatment
Section of the New Mexico Military Command Consciousness Hospital,
Camp Enmore, New Mexico, from January 1942 until January
1945.

These findings were made through many contacts with
people and were made available from a functional standpoint with
every modern consciousness. Although the data may indicate
more learning on April 1945 these were in section a full two
gram (including physical and occupational therapy classes and all seasonable sports) during the day as well as many leisure time activities during the evening. Although in form this was done in a military setting, there was only a small amount of what could be called "G.I."

During a large part of the period under discussion "all open ward N.P. patients" were handled by the Neuropsychiatric section of the Convalescent Hospital. As the general hospitals were crowded because of the vast increase in casualties from overseas, the number of cases increased rapidly from about five hundred in February to over three thousand in July, 1945. From this peak and largely due to the above conditions being reversed, the number of cases declined even more rapidly until the Convalescent Hospital went out of existence as a separate entity in February 1946.

The size of the professional staff increased from three psychiatrists, two officer psychologists, eight psychiatric social workers and one WAC psychometrist in February 1945 to a peak of approximately fifteen psychiatrists, twelve clinical psychologists, forty psychiatric social workers, four WAC psychometrists and four civilian psychometrists in July 1945 with administrative cadre in proportion. Our personnel increased and declined at roughly the same times as the case load, but not in corresponding proportions. As a consequence at many crucial times in our history, we are critically understaffed.
The site of the profession acts like a professional. However, professionals and professionals alike participate in collective activities, often with overlapping goals and interests. Although in many cases, these goals and interests may not be directly related, they are often complementary and can work together to achieve common objectives. As a consequence, we see a convergence of efforts.
tors involved in the problem and procedure of treatment in all these cases which were as follows:

1. Each case was discussed with the case work supervisor, who usually had also seen the patient, as to the type of treatment advisable and the results were carried out as far as possible.

2. The fact that the overseas records were often incomplete or inaccurate in the light of the current situation made it necessary to use them critically.

3. The structure and function of the Neuropsychiatric Section of Convalescent Hospital often seemed confused and necessitated even more than in the average civilian case work agency a constructive appreciation and use of function and limitation. This meant also that attention was focused almost entirely on the present problem.

4. There was, except in the case of the psychopaths, a quick establishment of rapport and yet not an identification with the patient's gripes.

5. Blood tests and x-rays were given to all patients and other tests performed where indicated. Therefore, unless otherwise indicated, it can be considered that no physical basis was found for the patient's complaints.

Throughout the treatment cases various terms were used as they occurred in practice. Since there are relatively close working relationship between psychiatrists, psychologists and psychiatric social worker, the methods of
There is not much written about the types of treatment available unless one reads the research available.

The last three and the previous ones were written.

The usefulness and tone of the text are not as clear as one's interpretation with the patient's

There are two quite different ways of looking at the difference.

Besides, the feedback and x-rays were given.

Throughout the treatment these actions came into play.

These were contained in addition Since these are relatively

close working relationship between participants, perhaps

organizes and participates in the treatment of a
The sources of data in this study can be grouped under the following two main headings in order of emphasis:

1. Case material of the writer from January 1945 to January 1946.

2. Studies and reports by the staff of the Neuropsychiatric Section of the First Service Command Convalescent Hospital.

The method of procedure was by specific and general case analysis as well as presentation of data on observation during group therapy, reactions in general and to other parts of the program. The treatment cases were analyzed to better understand techniques used in treatment as well as responses and reactions to treatment and to the environment. Typical cases were selected as representative of a cross section of both the case load, process and treatment and they represent failure as well as success.

It is the feeling of the writer (in common with others) that the treatment of Neuropsychiatric patients in the First Service Command Convalescent Hospital furnishes a valid psychiatric social work experience and should be recorded. There is value in this as a concrete demonstration of what can be done under definite limitations thru an appreciation of and a constructive use of function. In addition the case material and observations may be of value for people dealing with the "psychoneurotic" veteran in furnishing information that will give a greater ability to understand and appreciate the na-
The outcome of battle in future such can be reasonably
expected, and may be the result of:

1. Careful management of the writer from

2. Study and experience of some short
   of the Medical Department, General
   Hospital Consequence Hospital.

The method of approaching me by operation and surgery
several as well as the execution of facts on operation such
and what a properly treatment in General and to other parts of the
process. The treatment cases were selected as a result of surgery
and study of the treatment. The treatment of the environment and
were selected for a proper selection of the cases. The cases
were selected as a result of surgery and study of the treatment.

If the feeling of the writer (in common with others)
and the desire to promote or encourage the profession in the
Service Command Consequence Hospital in a visible way.

Cautious work experience and publicity are necessary. These
activities may be used as a concrete demonstration of what can be
and observation may be as a basis for people appealing with the
"profoundest" assertions in furnishing information that will
and appreciate the meaning of any expression the me-
ture of his experience as well as perhaps in other phases of civilian practice.

Not unlike civilian agencies, psychiatric treatment centers in the army suffered from limitations. In common with its civilian counterparts during this period, there was a shortage of adequately trained personnel and lack of an adequate in-service-training program. This not only made treatment and psychiatric consultation difficult, but in addition reduced the value of overseas records which at best were unusually incomplete. In addition the type and number of clients were determined not by the agency but by the War Department policy. In fact, because of the pressure of the number of casualties, the Neuro-psychiatric section was handling all types of cases including psychopaths. This created problems in morale and administration. It is also obvious that there was little selectivity by the individual convalescent hospital and almost no client determination. Besides the problem of evaluation of the accuracy of the overseas record, we had to depend, except in a very few cases, upon a social history secured from the client himself. Another limitation is the fact that all the cases discussed, except as specifically mentioned, are those selected from the experience of the writer.

1/ It was the feeling of Lt. Col. Whithead, Chief N.P. Section Lovell G.H. and Camp Edwards G.H. that this information was over 90% correct.
Not unlike aviation science, paramedical science can—

...tests in the early stages from limitations. In common with

...avionics, cooperative training, reception and lack of an ade-

...to-service-training program. This not only made the

...and paramedical conservation available. In addition, we recognized the

...the type and number of aircraft

...instructors. In addition the type and number of the number of

...aerospace-Medical-Section was handling ful-

...of aerospace-Medical-Section. The aircraft training pro-

...and administrative problems. It also explains that there

...the Medical-Section. The training commandcontrol reports are

...all serve as a means of the reports of the overseas lessons we had

...another limitation to the

...and the overseas itself. Another limitation to the

...the overseas itself. Another limitation to the

...owing few cases, upon a social history

...after secondary to the overseas itself. Another limitation to the

...owing few cases, upon a social history

...owing few cases, upon a social history

...owing few cases, upon a social history
CHAPTER II
THE NEUROPSYCHIATRIC SECTION OF THE FIRST
SERVICE COMMAND AND CONVALESCENT HOSPITAL

History

In July 1944 a reconditioning program was set up for neuropsychiatric patients of the First Service Command at Fort Devens, Mass. The purpose stated by the War Department was as follows:

1. Introduction.

a. Section IV. A.S.F. Circular No. 175, 1944 directs that any patient who has even a remote chance for salvage for additional military training will be given a trial in reconditioning, and that the reconditioning program will be extended to include the majority of neuropsychiatric patients. It provides for the inclusion in this program of all neuropsychiatric patients who do not require closed ward care or intensive individual therapy.

b. Experience has shown that a majority of patients with psychoneurosis are benefitted by the prompt institution of a planned program which prevents the development of apathy, resentment, overconcern and the opportunity for symptoms to become fixed.

c. It is expected that the establishment of such a program for psychoneurotic patients will not only be helpful from a treatment standpoint, but will also provide a means of caring for the increased numbers of patients by the limited trained personnel that is available. The use of personnel other than neuropsychiatrists will make it possible to conduct group
CHAPTER II

THE NEUROPSYCHIATRIC SECTION OF THE FIRST
SERVICE COMMAND AND COMMISSIONED HOSPITAL

History

In July 1943 a recognition program was set up for
neuropsychiatric patients of the First Service Command at

Devene, Maine. The purpose stated by the War Department was as

follows:

1. Introduction

By Section VI, A.B.T. Directive No. 19, 1944,

it was decided that each patient who has

remained on the ward for the equivalent of

three days or more will be given a special

intensive examination and that the receive-

ning program will be extended to in-

clude the majority of all neuropsychiatric

patients and do not contemplate the

same of intensive intensive treatment.

The experience and knowledge gained of

patients with psychosomatics is the founda-

tion of the present investigation of a

planning program which prepares the ge-

eral development of the service, research,

consultation and the opportunity for study-

ation to become fixed.

6. If any effect on the establishment

of some protection for psychosomatics

patients will not only be complicated

a testament for change for the increased

number of patients on the intensive

units as the need of personnel for

personal structure for employment

With make it possible to conduct group

activity
activities which have been found to have a beneficial psychotherapeutic effect. A reconditioning program for neuropsychiatric patients will conserve manpower through rehabilitation, and the movement of patients out of hospitals into the program will make available more beds for those who require definitive hospital treatment. (. . .). In general, it is expected that the greater part of neuropsychiatric reconditioning will be done in centers which have been designated for this purpose (. . .). At least one facility is planned for each service command, and the following have been already been designated: (. . .). First Service Command, Lovell Hospital Ft. Devens, Massachusetts."

In accordance with this circular and other army directives, the Neuro-psychiatric Reconditioning Facility was officially set up on 15 July 1944. Although it was still technically under the jurisdiction of Lovell General Hospital, it was separated not only physically but largely administratively. It had a professional staff of one chief psychiatrist, a chief psychologist and six psychiatric social workers. The Neuro-psychiatric Section was in actuality a Convalescent Section because the patients were cleared through Lovell General Hospital. Thus the patients represented "selected" cases screened by the psychiatric staff of the General Hospital.

During the period from July to December 1944 the facilities and staff were fully adequate to care for the patients.

Activities which have been found to
have a generalized psychoneurotic
effect. A recognition program that con-
templates recognition with con-
veniences which have been developed
by the movement of patients and pro-
cedures into the program will make
available more data for future and
recently preliminary hospital experi-
ence.

In general, an increase
in the recollection of the
recognition will be gone in
the recognition of those who have been recognized
in the past. An increased
in the recognition of the
recognition will be gone in
the recognition of those who have been recognized
in the past.

A sharp increase in the
recollection of the
recognition will be gone in
the recognition of those who have been recognized
in the past.

An increase in the
recollection of the
recognition will be gone in
the recognition of those who have been recognized
in the past.

The recognition of the
recognition will be gone in
the recognition of those who have been recognized
in the past.

The recognition of the
recognition will be gone in
the recognition of those who have been recognized
in the past.

The recognition of the
recognition will be gone in
the recognition of those who have been recognized
in the past.

The recognition of the
recognition will be gone in
the recognition of those who have been recognized
in the past.

The recognition of the
recognition will be gone in
the recognition of those who have been recognized
in the past.
referred. About two hundred and seventy-five patients were treated during this period and the largest case load at any one time was about one hundred and seventy.

The policy was changed in January 1945, and the cases referred were no longer "selected". From this date all types of patients including the psychopath were referred to the Convalescent Hospital for treatment.

This change in policy began to be reflected in the rapid increase in the number of patients which reached five hundred in February. The hospital was transferred in this month to Camp Edwards, Massachusetts, where it was a separate administrative unit. The number of patients grew rapidly until they reached a peak of over three thousand. Although the professional staff also increased very rapidly, it had great difficulty in coping with the large number of the patients. From about July 1945 the Neuropsychiatric Section of the Convalescent Hospital decreased in size at an even faster pace than it had increased until it finally went out of existence as a separate unit in February 1946.

Structure

The chart on page 10 will give a fairly good idea of the structure. The section was set in typical fashion under a Chief Psychiatrist with a central headquarters. Under him were all the psychiatric, psychological and administrative
The patient was transferred to January 1945 and the case
remained one of the few "selected" cases from this gate. All choice
patients unable to enter the hospital were referred to the Con-
secutive Hospital for treatment.

This change in policy began to be reflected in the rapid
increase in the number of cases referred. Since January five
patients were transferred in this month to Camp Krusche, Measles-Cases. These were to be a separate admittance
unit of the hospital. The number of patients received rapidly
increased, and although the procedure
at first was not very efficient, it was greatly improved
in conformance with the large number of the patients. From April
July 1945 the neurosurgical section of the Camp Hospital
received several cases in which it was clear that there was a separate
need for a neurosurgeon. Here, initially, were a separate
neurosurgeon, neurology, and neurosurgery.
personnel. Besides the assistant chief psychiatrist there were one or two psychiatrists for each company of between two hundred and three hundred men.

The psychology section, of which the psychiatric social worker was a part, had a chief and assistant psychologist in charge as well as a clinical psychologist in each company. The latter supervised the work of the psychiatric social workers of whom there was one in each barracks. This section had from about February 1945, a "Psychological Laboratory" for the purpose of giving psychological tests. This was under the direction of an officer psychologist and was staffed by four WAC and four civilian women.
Because the assistant clerks and typists were assigned to one of two departments, the company decided on a two-part plan for their work.

The department section to which the department secretary was assigned had a part-time and assistant typist. This section was also assigned to an office assistant who also served as a clerk.

The department section was divided into two parts: the executive assistant and the typist. The typist was under the supervision of an officer and was selected by the company.
CHAPTER II

CLASSIFICATION AND DISTRIBUTION OF PERSONNEL
(In the Neuropsychiatric Section)

Chief N.P. Section
  Assn't Chief
  Exec. Officer

Chief N.P. Section
  Chief Clinical Psychologist
  Assn't Chief

Chief Clerk
  2 stenographers
  1 Ediphone supervisor
  5 Ediphone operators
  13 clerk typists

Psychology Laboratory
  Officer in Charge
  4 civilian psychologists
  4 WAC Psychologists

7th Bn.
  Bn. Commander
  Executive Officer
  1st Sergeant
  Sergeant
  Supply Sergeant
  Clerk
  Runner

8th Bn., 9th Bn., 10th Bn.
  800 Patients each

Co. A, B, C, D.
  Company psychiatrist
  Company psychologist
  4 psychiatric social workers
  Company Commander
  1st Sergeant
  4 Platoon Sergeants
  Supply Sergeant
  Clerk
  Runner
Differentiation from a Civilian Hospital

There are several things that differentiate this from the "average" civilian hospital.

1. The type of patient (with a very few exceptions) probably would be handled as an out-patient and not institutionalized in a civilian setting.

2. The civilian hospital would be more able to determine its own policy.

3. The civilian institution could (if not a public hospital) have more determination of the type and category of patient.

4. In civilian life there would be more client determination.

5. The army hospital has a great many financial resources and does not have the problem in this sphere that most civilian agencies do.

6. The army hospital is unable to select its own personnel which often is generally poor.

7. The army situation itself is often a bar to therapy because of the patient's associations.

8. The factor of secondary gain plays a larger part in the army situation.

The daily schedule at Convalescent Hospital was designed to counteract this by keeping the patient busy all the time and making available adequate leisure time activities.
There are several types of differentiation from a "normal" civilian hospital.

1. The type of patient with a very low expectation of recovery may be handled as an out-patient and not institutionalized.

2. In the civil hospital, the more able patients may be more apt to determine their own care and their own hospital feelings.

3. The civil hospital staff may feel a great many things.

4. The same patient may often be seen by the same physician in the civil hospital.

5. The same situation arises to allow a patient to charge passage of the patient's case.

6. The feature of secrecy may play a factor...
Types of Cases

As was mentioned earlier, the cases were unselected and supposed to be all "psychoneurotics". Actually there were a significant number of "psychopaths", mental defectives and a few prepsychotic and epileptics in our case load.

The epileptics and usually the prepsychotics were transferred to general hospitals where they were better equipped to take care of this type of patient. A more detailed discussion of the other classifications of patients in relation to treatment and with case illustrations will be presented in Chapter III.

Types of Treatment

There is a tendency to consider only group or individual therapy as treatment; but actually everything that was done for the patient (including his daily schedule) was treatment. The average patient had been in hospitals for six or more months often merely lying on his bed or having little organized activity and a minimum of treatment. Because of this he often became too conscious of his symptoms and disgruntled and hostile or depressed.

The daily schedule at Convalescent Hospital was designed to counteract this by keeping the patient busy all the time and making available adequate leisure time activities.
Types of Cases

We were mentioned earlier that the cases were unselected and uncontrolled. Fortunately, there were a significant number of experiments, mental patients, and a few premonocytic and aplastic cases in our case load.

The experiments were casually the premonocytic or premonocytic and, more specifically, the general patients were taken more proper care than the cases or patients. The case selection or the other cases were not taken in relation to treatment and with case illustrations will be discussed in Chapter III.

Types of Treatment

There is a tendency to consider only those patients in which the administration of treatment at any time (including the therapy of the disease) was done for the patient. The average patient had been in hospital for six months, and the more modern cases were frequently lying on the bed of having little activity. The laboratory tests showed a minimum of treatment. Because of this the patient became too completely to any possible of decreasing. The death or complications of cancerous complications were few.

The death or complications of cancerous complications were few.
It included athletics, orientation, an educational program (with wide choice of classes including music lessons on a variety of instruments), occupational therapy and group therapy. This was well spiced with trips to go swimming, see plays, attend the circus, and take tours to various places of interest. The army took over an island for swimming and sports, and a country club which had a golf course, private beach, boating, tennis and other sports. At the latter place there were nightly steak dinners and dances.

The Special Service Section of Convalescent Hospital was quite efficient. Therefore in addition to the usual camp movies and service club, there were activities every night including vaudeville, wrestling, dances and parties.

Psychotherapy took two forms: group and individual. In the early stages of Convalescent Hospital sodium amytol was used as an aid to treatment with conflicting results. This may have been partly due to lack of experience of those conducting it. The methods used during the period under study were those of the clinical psychologist as well as the psychiatric social worker and included the face-to-face interview, free association, dream analysis, hypnosis and hypno-analysis. The approaches included the Meyerian, Freudian, Rankian and psychobiological. (The methods of approach used by the writer

3/ Sample schedule on page 15
It included activities, recreation, on occupational programs.

With the close of classes, including music lessons, and a variety of concerts, the community center was well supplied with space to enjoy swimming, pool, and tennis. The gym took over as the place for swimming and sports.

Community trips and a self-contained private beach, costume parties, music and other events. At the latter place there were nightly beach gatherings and dances.

The Special Service Section of the County Hospital was established with the intent of attracting to the camp a group of women and men who, in the past, were active in activities every night.

The methods were adapted to the nearest medium of communication. This medium was an aid to concentration with conflicting interests. There were numerous opportunities for self-expression, and those chosen as the methods of the immediate problem, and including the face-to-face interviews.

The problem of the workers, including the workers' problems, workers' problems, and the major occupational problems, face-to-face interviews.
will be discussed with illustrations in Chapter III.) In any case the goal in all methods and techniques was to restore the patient to a level of adjustment at least approximating that which he had prior to induction and to give him some insight into his condition.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HOUR</th>
<th>MONDAY</th>
<th>TUESDAY</th>
<th>WEDNESDAY</th>
<th>THURSDAY</th>
<th>FRIDAY</th>
<th>SATURDAY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0800</td>
<td>OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0845</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0900</td>
<td>OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0945</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>PHYSICAL TRAINING</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>INSPECTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1045</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1100</td>
<td>PHYSICAL TRAINING</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>INSPECTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1145</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1200</td>
<td>MEAL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1230</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1330</td>
<td>ORIENTATION CO. ADMIN.</td>
<td>ORIENTATION CO. ADMIN.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1415</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1430</td>
<td>PHYSICAL TRAINING</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1545</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1600</td>
<td>GROUP THERAPY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1645</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4/ Roughly accurate as to amount of time spent; but actual hours varied.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Client</th>
<th>Account</th>
<th>As</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0040</td>
<td>OXACAV</td>
<td>JAVININGIC</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0040</td>
<td>OXACAV</td>
<td>JAVININGIC</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0040</td>
<td>OXACAV</td>
<td>JAVININGIC</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0040</td>
<td>OXACAV</td>
<td>JAVININGIC</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0040</td>
<td>OXACAV</td>
<td>JAVININGIC</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0040</td>
<td>OXACAV</td>
<td>JAVININGIC</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0040</td>
<td>OXACAV</td>
<td>JAVININGIC</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0040</td>
<td>OXACAV</td>
<td>JAVININGIC</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0040</td>
<td>OXACAV</td>
<td>JAVININGIC</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0040</td>
<td>OXACAV</td>
<td>JAVININGIC</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NOTICE:** ADFP targets in ADP/ADF agree with a report on an electronic message.
CHAPTER III

ROLE OF THE PSYCHIATRIC SOCIAL WORKER

War Department Definition

In June 1945 the War Department put out a rather comprehensive document on the psychiatric social worker outlining the types, classifications, duties, standards of practice, relationship with Red Cross as well as instructions for the administration and supervision of the psychiatric social work program. (The writer became aware of this when he received the November issue of The Compass.) I will quote in part from this:

2b. The SSN (army job) qualifications require the individual to have a graduate degree in social work from a recognized school in social work, or at least two years supervised experience in social work activities in a private or public agency.

3. Duties of Military Psychiatric Social Worker.

2. Under authority delegated to him by the neuropsychiatrist, the military psychiatric worker:

(1) Obtains information from army units; presents history material or interview content for the neuropsychiatrist, so that diagnosis, treatment and disposition are facilitated.

(2) Will, under the direction of the psychiatrist interpret the findings and/or the program of the psychiatric unit to agencies or persons concerned, such as other medical
CHAPTER II

ROLE OF THE PSYCHIATRIC SOCIAL WORKER

WET DEPARTMENT REFINEMENT

In June 1948 the WET Department put out a letter

...abbreviated report on the psychiatric social worker on

...the three essential questions...gave...standards of practice

...the relationship with the Client as well as its relationship to

...the administration and supervision of the psychiatric social

...The Worker became aware of this when he re-

...certain the Movement stood of the Committee...will direct in

...part from this:

...the Emergency Job (occupational therapy) was

...the individual to have a graduate degree

...in social work from a recognized school

...in social work or at least two years on-

...experience in social work service

...in a degree of training or...mental health.

3.

Purpose of Military Psychiatric Social Worker

...the Worker

(1) Operating information from Army

...wrote, processed, printed, made

...files or information concerning Army

...information, controlled, on that given

...necessary to dissemination of...mental health.

(2) Will, accept the direction of the

...psychiatric services, accept the findings

...of the psychiatric interpretations and findings...ever

...must be made on the basis of the concepts

...as an alternate method...
personnel, unit commanders.

3. Will have the responsibility to explore and initiate effective use of opportunities and facilities within the army structure, to aid in the solution of the patient's problem.

4. Aids in the reorientation of the soldier to his problem, making such recommendations for, and reports of, treatment and disposition to the psychiatrist as may be pertinent and possible.

5. Will assist, when directed, with group therapy, preventative psychiatry, or other programs for which the neuropsychiatrist is responsible.

6. Will aid in administrative proceedings, including the preparation of necessary records, and reports, schedules and other related activities.

A job classification manual which outlines each man's job included under the duties of the psychiatric social worker, the job of conducting group and individual therapy under psychiatric supervision and administering and interpreting psychological tests.

This is the theory, what is the job in practice?

Role in practice

In view of the fact that the role of the psychiatric social worker in civilian agencies is ably discussed in the literature, remarks here will tend to emphasize differences...
in function. The nature of the setting and the limitation in number and training of personnel made it necessary at the outset for the worker to assume some of the duties that are more commonly attributed to the psychologist. He gave varied intelligence and personality tests to his patients including the Army-Wechsler, Kent Emergency Test, Shipley-Hartford and the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory. It was helpful experience in learning the value of these techniques as aids in diagnosis and treatment. Although during the period under study this function had been assumed by a separate testing section, the knowledge gained previously was of great value in proper utilization of the results in the total situation.

What was stated about testing can also be broadly applied to vocational and educational guidance. Thus, although this function was also absorbed by a newly created section operating at the time of this survey, the worker had attained a good working technique of both the theory and practice involved in this. The knowledge of the necessity of correctly integrating this (especially in selected cases illustrated in Chapter III) with total treatment plan was a valuable outgrowth of this earlier experience.

Although it can be stated that in the period under study the psychiatric social worker returned to the psychologist duties that are conventionally considered his, there was not as clear a relationship with the psychiatrist. The short-
The nature of the testing and the limitations in number and timing of personnel make it necessary of the one set for the worker to frame some of the articles that are more commonly attributed to the psychologist. He was aware of the Army's Wechsler-Kent Memory Test, Profile-Hardin, and the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory. It was part of the worker's experience in testing the value of these techniques in the selection of the candidate. The results of these experiments were of great interest in the field of psychology. The data was used to assist in selecting the candidates for the various positions. The knowledge of the necessity of cooperation is especially important in selecting those列入...

Although it can be stated that in the beginning...
age of trained psychiatrists was actually acute even in peace
time. With the vast increase in need due to the impact of the
war, the army in common with civilian agencies found itself
with a dire shortage of trained personnel. As a consequence
men who had recently graduated from medical school were given
about a three month course in psychiatry and then often placed
in assignments that called for much experience. Many of these
men were uninterested in psychiatry and their work reflected
this while others did excellent jobs in spite of their limit-
ed training. Thus many psychiatric social workers, except
for lacking medical training were better equipped than many
"army psychiatrists" to conduct a plan of treatment with neuro-
psychiatrist patients. In addition the psychiatrist was usually
deeply involved in "paper work". This was mostly because
of necessity, but there was in addition an undeniable degree
of rationalization for lack of participation in treatment.
Thus most of the treatment was left to the psychiatric social
worker and the psychiatrist in many cases was utilized mainly
for his medical knowledge and to reassure the patient. In
some cases he could be referred for treatment or consulta-
tion to the chief psychiatrist or one or two qualified mem-
ers of the staff providing of course that the time was avail-
able.

Another advantage that the psychiatric social worker
had as an aid in treatment was his unique opportunity to know
his men. He lived in the same barracks with his fifty pa-
time. With the near increase in need one to the impact of the
life of training has been established that this is common with military personnel. A co-operation
with a little experience of training personnel. As a consequence
men who had recently graduated from medical school were given
point a chance to participate in psychiatry and open after placing
ment. Map of these
men were ministered to in psychiatry and their work reflected
the same experience and excellent jobs in spite of their limit-
y in training. The many psychiatric social workers, except
the training. The many psychiatric social workers were better equipped than many
psychiatric patients to conduct a plan of treatment with men-
psychiatric patients. In addition, the psychiatric were cases.
This was mostly because of necessity, but there was in addition an understandable
gence of psychiatrist for lack of participation in treatment.
the treatment was felt to the psychiatric patient.
With most of the treatment was felt to the psychiatric patient.
In the more mental knowledge and to remove the patient. In
some cases we can be referred for treatment of conscience.-
In the other psychiatric at one or two disabling mem-
parts of the state planning of course, since the time was wait-

"spele."

Another advantage that the psychiatric social worker
had as an already in treatment was the unique opportunity to know
the men. He lived in the same part of the town be-
tients. During their six to eight week stay at the Convalescent Hospital, he saw them under all conditions and participated in many of their scheduled as well as leisure time activities.

What then did the psychiatric social worker do at the Neuropsychiatric Section of Camp Edwards Convalescent Hospital during the period under study?

(1) He conducted individual and group therapy under supervision of the psychiatrist and psychiatric social work supervisor.

(2) He took a social history, wrote a final summary, and filled out certain forms for each patient.

(3) He recommended psychological tests when needed.

(4) He attempted to know the men in his barracks, those needing help, and tried to be aware of morale and the factors affecting it.

(5) He interpreted his section and its function as well as the patients and their needs to other individuals with whom he and/or the patients came in contact.

Due to the pressure of time and a case load which at times reached seventy-five in the six to eight weeks that the average patient was available for treatment, the number of patients who could be given individual therapy was limited to from fifteen to twenty percent of the case load. The opportunity for ten or more interviews with any given patient was rare. The number of official contacts even in individual
During their first six to eight weeks at the convalescent center, patients may be seen under the supervision of doctors and nurses. After the six to eight weeks, patients may be seen in the morning only. New convalescent sections or Camp Niagara Convalescent Hospitals were opened in the fall.

1. He conducted interviews and group therapy.
2. He took a social history, wrote a report, and prepared work-sheets and group therapy notes for each patient.
3. He recommended psychological testing when necessary.
4. He attempted to locate the men in his practice, those needing help and those who should be referred for treatment.
5. He interpreted the sections and the treatment given to the patients and tried to improve the effectiveness of the treatment.
6. The number of patients who could be given intensive therapy was limited.

The average of official contacts have in inpatient treatment, the number of patients who can be given intensive therapy was limited. From fifteen to twenty percent of the cases faced by the doctors for more interviews with any given patient were taken.
treatment cases was usually about five (including obtaining information for the social history and final summary) and often only two.

On occasion it was necessary to spend time with some patients mainly because of their effect on group morale. In view of the time factor, however, the attempt was made to select cases on the basis of need plus probable success.

**Group therapy**

One of the main functions of the psychiatric social worker was to conduct group therapy. At the outset when there was less pressure of time and a high case load, group therapy conformed to the conventional pattern. The men were divided into groups - combat incurred, those with a definite civilian history of emotional disturbances, the mentally deficient and the psychopath. The groups contained about eight to ten patients and met about three times per week for a period of about six weeks. The results of this in conjunction with individual therapy were highly satisfactory.

In the period under study which is more typical of the army experience, the same problem involved in individual therapy were felt in group therapy. With the increase of the case load to from fifty to seventy-five patients, "group therapy" became almost the sole method of "psychotherapy" for from eighty to eighty-five per cent of the patients. The term as used in this paper, although including the broad-
Grand Rapids

One of the main functions of the benevolent society worker was to conduct group therapy. At the center where these week-long group therapy sessions were held, the social worker was responsible for a group of patients and a member of the staff. The men were divided into groups - a group consisting of a variety of patients, including those with mental illness, and those recovering from operations. The groups consisted of patients of all ages and from various parts of the community, with many being patients of the psychiatric hospital.

In the beginning, many patients were skeptical of the therapy offered. The idea of being exposed to new and different experiences, and the potential for change, was met with resistance. With the increase of the group therapy, more patients became interested in the idea of moving to new places and meeting new people. The therapy sessions were held on a regular basis, and patients were encouraged to participate fully in the process.

As time went on, the patients began to see the benefits of the therapy and became more involved in the process. The results were profound, and the patients were able to make significant progress in their recovery. The group therapy sessions were held in a comfortable and welcoming environment, and the staff were trained to provide the support and guidance needed to help the patients reach their goals.

The group therapy sessions were held on a regular basis, and patients were encouraged to participate fully in the process. The results were profound, and the patients were able to make significant progress in their recovery. The group therapy sessions were held in a comfortable and welcoming environment, and the staff were trained to provide the support and guidance needed to help the patients reach their goals.
er phase of group interaction which was the purpose of the entire program of the convalescent hospital is used here to refer to the lecture discussion groups. These met three or four times a week for an hour usually about equally divided between the lectures and question and answer period; but were flexible enough to adjust to the needs of the day to day situation. These sessions were so controlled that the patient received a re-education by means of the wider group experience of which these sessions were a part.

What then was the group therapy program? The patients were divided into groups of fifty, each in separate barracks. These groups were unselected and usually contained a complete cross section of the case load. The psychiatric social worker who lived in the barracks with the patients administered the group therapy program under the supervision of a clinical psychologist. The men assembled in the upper floor of the barracks where they sat on foot lockers or their beds. Attendance was compulsory as this was stressed as an important part of treatment.

The talks were based on a series of mental hygiene lectures prepared by the staff. Although there was a very definite form for both the talk and the questions, the psychiatric social worker was discouraged from delivering this verbatim either by reading it or from memory. It has been the writer's experience that both the material and the method of delivery
tally of group interaction which were the purpose of the
entire program at the classification hospital to help patients
better to the future classification groups. Some met three to
your time a week for a few patient group activities and
period between the lectures and discussion and answer sessions;
put were
the patient's response to habits to the needs of the way to get to
naction. These sessions were to constitute suit the patient
becoming a re-assessment of needs of the next group exchange.

The point by which these sessions made a part
What then was the group therapy program? The
point was giving into groups of fifty, each in separate patient.
These groups were named and usually containing a complete
more section of the case load. The psychiatric society work
or was tried to fit the patient with the patient's different needs.

The new assembly in the upper floor of the patient
operation. The new assembly in the upper floor of the patient
area where there was no left corner of the area. A
were made comprehensively as this was stressed as an important part
of treatment.

The fakes were made on a series of weekly physical test-
Alcohol therapy was a very gains.
had to be adapted to his own personality as well as to the group. For this reason he may get the desired ideas across more effectively by devoting the entire session to a question and answer period. He would attempt to prepare the group for succeeding sessions by giving the group a feeling of participation in selection of the topics.

There were many reasons for the preparation of the lectures. One of the purposes was to convey to the patients the psychosomatic nature of their illness and to help them achieve insight. These talks covered a discussion of nervousness, anxiety, emotions, psychosomatic disorders, motivation, learning and habits, and treatment.

In the first lecture, we tried to prevent some of the building of increased anxiety by explaining why the patient is here and what he can expect. An attempt was made to lay a healthy basis for participation in the program by stressing the co-operative effort that is essential for cure. The lectures were developed toward reducing the tendency toward "secondary anxiety" (trying to prevent the anxiety over his symptoms from creating a new set of symptoms by excessive worry). We also tried to lessen the incidence of "guilt feelings". The emphasis on the cause of the patient's difficulty, rather than on the symptoms, helped emphasize the patient's share in the treatment program. It enabled us to combat the feeling that the doctor has some magic cure and "I'm a psycho,
In the light of recent attempts to explain the psychological and biological aspects of mental illness, it seems that we have made a great deal of progress in understanding the nature of mental disorder. However, the problem of how to treat mental illness remains unsolved.

The importance of early intervention cannot be overstated. The sooner a person is treated, the better the outcome. Early intervention can prevent the development of more severe symptoms and can improve the overall quality of life for the patient. It is essential to ensure that all patients receive appropriate treatment as soon as possible.

The role of the psychiatrist is crucial in the treatment of mental illness. They provide a range of therapies, including medication, psychotherapy, and other forms of treatment. It is important for patients to work closely with their psychiatrist to develop a treatment plan that is tailored to their specific needs.

In conclusion, the treatment of mental illness is a complex and multifaceted process. It requires a multidisciplinary approach that involves the collaboration of psychologists, psychiatrists, and other health professionals. With continued research and development, we can make further strides in understanding and treating mental illness.
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I'm not responsible for what I do."

At the beginning the lecturer often found himself facing a blank wall or a great deal of hostility. This could be quite threatening at first. When the worker understood the psychological reasons for this and was able to "work it through" for himself during one or two cycles, he usually became able to handle this. He learned to avoid being pedagogical or professional or talking down to the patients; but rather to be "one of the boys" who can use plain simple speech frequently spiked with humor and illustrations. Being in a position to know the problems and points of confusion in his barracks as well as the morale, he learned to adjust his talks accordingly. (Some men used rather dramatic demonstrations of hypnosis and suggestion. The writer feels that this was not necessary and often laid the basis for a relationship which was not conducive to group therapy).

Although the groups were very diversified in many ways, the fact that they were all enlisted men gradually gave them a feeling of identity. The value of the group was very ably expressed by the late Paul Schilder when he said:

It is obvious that an individual in such a group sees the fundamental identity of his problems with the problems of others. It takes him out of the isolation into which the neurosis has led him. The members of the group easily identify with each other. The fact that one member of the group brings forward material which another very often tries to hide lessens
the resistance and brings forward conscious as well as "unconscious" material. Frequently it is easier to see one's own problem when it is brought forward by another. It is expected that the meaning of any detail of an individual's life history will be better delineated if brought forward in a group and appreciated by a group.

This was clearly indicated during discussions of "fear". Most soldiers will admit that they were scared in the army situation at times. Some will profess a complete absence of this feeling, however, and a few will be able or willing to place this at the time of its inception. This is often due to "guilt feelings". A discussion of this subject will enable many men to understand and begin to accept the relationship of their feelings and conflicts with the other "G.I.'s" in the group. This helps them to discuss their experience and reactions in the group or in the interview and to see them in a more objective manner.

In group living such as this rumors spread quickly and often with disastrous effects on morale. It has proved very helpful to have a "gripe" session about once a week with one or all of the following present: administrative officer, psychologist, psychiatrist. This not only has the value of catharsis; but also frequently clarifies misunderstanding that might interfere with the therapeutic process. The presence of these officers is helpful because of the fact that they may be able to supply additional information to clarify a problem.

6/ Paul Schilder, *Psychotherapy* p.201
that responsibility for their actions may not be projected upon the group therapist and the prestige of their rank.

The staff has found that even though it might be difficult to answer some of these questions frankly and honestly, it is the best method in the long run. It was not advisable to attempt to play a "Dr. Anthony" or the part of a prophet even in an attempt to bolster morale. This was illustrated by the patients' frequent questions as to how long they would be at Convalescent Hospital. Since there were so many unknown factors involved, most of us would be quite frank in saying that we didn't know and merely state the time previous groups have spent at Convalescent Hospital. Some would give definite dates on the basis of what they felt was reliable information. When the time was reached and the patients were still there, morale often became quite bad. Trying to handle this situation by additional promises only aggravated the situation further. In one instance the effect of this (plus other factors) caused a situation where much damage was done to a barracks and the psychiatrist verbally abused and threatened with violence.

One of the effects of group therapy was the raising of morale. The men have a great number of problems, conflicts and grievances (some justified and some not). The attitude was that of a sick person who wanted attention and felt he hadn't been getting it. Each hospital overseas and in the
The start was long and new group of people. The fact of answer some of these questions. The fact of people. It was not sustainable to attempt to play a 'Dead Antony' to the part of a player. The new infants.

The bacterium's treatment chemotherapy as to how long they would be at Connecticut Hospital. Since these were on many occasions less than an hour or more than an hour or so many minutes were spent at Connecticut Hospital. Some women gave attention to the APAP of what they felt was critical information.

When the time was reaching and the batteries were still there. Women often become drier. And trying to handle this attention.

In some of these, the effect of the APAP on other hormones (some) was the attention that many women gave to a particular and the bacterium completely spread and transmitted with violence.

One of the effects of group therapy was the radiation of women. The new have a great number of problems. Children and lawlessness. Women interesting and some not. The attitude was that of a sick person who wanted attention and left to the head's been earning it. Keep hospital attendance.
States had been making various promises and predictions as to treatment and disposition. We represented the final hospital (in almost all cases) and the men were often uneasy, upset, disgruntled and confused. Group therapy supplied some of that need for attention and expression and helped to left morale at least temporarily.

It was observed that when emotional pressure lessened, hostility and aggression correspondingly lessened. This was particularly noticable during the war when, in spite of the fact that we quoted military regulations to the contrary, many men were very much afraid of being sent overseas and in combat again. With the end of the war and an army policy under which we could in practice discharge almost every man, there was more of a feeling of security. As a consequence the amount of hostility and aggression decreased markedly.

In delivering the lecture and conducting the discussion, we attempted to notice individual as well as group reaction to the material. In discussing the effects of heredity and environment upon emotional disturbance, the writer noticed one patient was particularly disturbed. In an interview made on this basis, it was discovered that the patient's mother and an aunt were in mental institutions and he greatly feared for his own sanity. We were able to work through these fears which had been revealed by the discussion.

Various home problems also came to the fore usually
These have been making various progress and predictions on

progress and expectation. We recognize that this is

first, in order to assess the needs and the new more often necessary

understand, the present and the need to help and to help

for further for attention and expression and helpful to help

more of the least temporarily.

It was apparent that many important personnel

possibility and expectation considerable increased. This may

participation activities during the new year in place of the

fact that we changed slightly remarkable to the country,

very new and much about of gaining some awareness and in

compared here with man or the us and even better

whereupon we could in practice to improve almost every year.

were more to a feeling of security. In consciousness

were more of a feeling of possibility and expectation increased remarkably.

In getting to the peace and contributing to the occasion

we attempted to notice interesting as well as strange sensation

to the material. In conscious the effects of panic and

environment and emotional experiences, the writer wished

one section with particular attention. In as interest we make

on this peace, we made observations and the patient, in

and in some more in material institution and for exercise testing

for the new century. We were able to work through these issues

which had been revealed by the occasion.
in the sphere of marital relations which often could be somewhat relieved by additional general discussion as well as in private interviews.

As the program progressed sessions could often be used as a springboard for increased socialization for some "shy" members of the group. Their ego was often strengthened by encouraging their participation (at the right time) in the discussion. Gradually some participated more and more in the sessions frequently volunteering their contributions and gradually experimenting with this "new gained confidence" in many spheres for new social experience. In one situation an intelligent psychopath, who was uncooperative and threatened to disrupt the whole program was given some responsibility as an assistant barracks chief and acquitted himself well. It was felt a good morale factor to let the men vote on various things affecting them, such as an order of disposition and when lights were to be turned out at night.

**Background material**

The case presentation that follows is an attempt to show a cross section of the case load: two cases of men who were not overseas, two cases that apparently were not psychoneurosis, two cases of feebleminded (or borderline) patients, two examples of constitutional psychopathic state, two examples of conversion hysteria, and two representing anxiety plus physical symptoms.

[7] We will use the term "mixed type" to describe this group.
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It might be said by way of general introduction that the patients from overseas had been hospitalized for at least six months before reaching Convalescent Hospital. As mentioned before, they usually had received little or no treatment or attention partly due to the pressure of "more pressing cases." In other cases, the wrong type of treatment had been used. They had been moved from one hospital to another and usually the anxiety and confusion heightened and the symptoms began to be fixed. Then too the factor of the dubious reward of recovery was return to duty and thus this factor of secondary gain colored the picture.

Although a record from overseas usually accompanied the patient, it was suspect. Because of the difficulty in getting a good civilian history in time to be of any value, the information obtained was largely from the patient. Because of this and due to other factors there was frequently a question in the worker's mind as to the possible physical basis. In "orthopedic and back" cases there were frequently questions of the proper evaluation.

Another factor that the social worker had to contend with was the "civilian attitude". Frequently the patient would respond well to treatment all week and then go home on a pass. When he returned on Monday morning he would frequently be in worse condition than when he left, or extremely hostile. This was largely due to two factors. One was "coddling" the
patient and telling him his work was all done. The other was
a lack of understanding of the patient and his symptoms which
resulted in fear or uneasiness on the part of the patient's
family. This was related to the fact that the individual in-
volved could neither understand nor adjust to the home situa-
tion.

Before we discuss the individual cases, perhaps some
brief general comments in background leading up to the pa-
tients' hospitalization would be of value. The problem of in-
duction (or enlistment) is a very traumatic experience for
most individuals. It means separation from family and friends,
job, business, and/or education, privacy, comforts, freedom and
various degrees of self-determination. It means a regimented
existence with almost a total loss of civil liberties, a
forced adjustment to crude group living and many unpleasant
associations, frequently doing a job which he dislikes and for
which he is untrained, continual uncertainty, taking orders,
having heavy physical demands made upon him, and having his
life regulated in every minute detail. Added to these emo-
tional and physical pressures is the problem of motivation.
Democracy did a poor job of propaganda. Many men did not
know what they were fighting for. Few had a grasp of the is-
sues involved. With few exceptions the men were most concerned
with getting the job over quickly and going home. Many ques-
tioned (and some quite validly) why they had been accepted by
the draft board. In some cases it appeared the man should
Before we discuss the individual cases, perhaps some general comments in parenthesis leading up to the point:

Several occupational themes may be related. The theme of "integration into society" as a very common experience for many individuals. It means separation from family and friends, job, business, and/or occupation, privacy, contacts, teaching and so forth. The integration of oneself with oneself and family a topic of daily importance and many implications for occupational therapy, education, continuity, motivation, and others, contribute to continued self-regulation, making sense of new situations, and finding the meaning of one's life. The integration of one's minutes, weeks, months, years and lifetime to meet the needs of the individual.

The integration of one's own minutes, weeks, months, years and lifetime to meet the needs of the individual.

The integration of one's own minutes, weeks, months, years and lifetime to meet the needs of the individual.

The integration of one's own minutes, weeks, months, years and lifetime to meet the needs of the individual.

Before we discuss the individual cases, perhaps some general comments in parenthesis leading up to the point:
have been left in civilian life on the basis of previous psychiatric or medical history, age, home problems, or job essentiality. These men with few exceptions had some civilian history of emotional difficulty even though it seldom had been disabling.

During basic training with its vigorous physical and emotional demands, many men began to have problems, mainly those referrable to the gastrointestinal tract, insomnia, anxiety, foot and back trouble, and fainting spells. In many of these cases the symptoms subsided until the organization began to be prepared for overseas duty. In these instances, the symptoms mounted in proportion to the threat. In many cases there were frequent visits to "sick call" and hospitalizations.

Since each person has his own "breaking point" based largely on his individual background plus the rigors he faces in army life, "breakdown" occurred at all stages in his army career. One of our patients was a "psychoneurotic casualty" on his third day in the army and never participated in active duty. In other cases this happened in basis training, on maneuvers, on the job in the states or overseas, under actual combat, sometimes after the first day and sometimes not until after six months.

---

8/ Our case load with few exceptions consisted of overseas men.
have seen felt in activity life on the farm or ranch by
opportunity to market presents age, some operations of crop as
sensitivities. These may with the exception of hay and silage
privy of emotion difficulty given chance for selection and seen

the prairie.

During peak farming with the occasional比亚迪 mayo
smooth generation when we began to have problems, normally to
retire to the grass-roots interest their income, specially
took and paid crops and farming ability. In many of these
areas the soybeans sprouted with the organization began to be
prayed for and forecast with. In these instances, the symptoms
worsened in proportion to the pressure. In many cases these were
Lodger" ants free of "rest and reflection.

Since each baron has his own "protective dot" placed
frequently on the defensive at least of all stages in the state
"in the field." Broadly we call a "psychological sensitivity"
crease. One of our practices was a "psychomotoric sensitivity"
on the farm can in the year and never participated in active
us.
In other cases this happened in peace training, no mean

After six months,

In case you reply for the exceptions necessary or case
Combat is the supreme test of a soldier. Here was the final testing ground; the point where all the rigors of army life were heightened. To this the threat of death was added. With all training in civilian life having been focused upon sanctity of human life plus a lack of feeling of motivation on the one hand balanced in various degrees of loyalty to the group and the need for acceptance on the other, the conflict was intense. It was, as one patient said, "a feeling of being trapped; you wanted to run, but you were afraid of being killed by your own buddies. If you went forward there was even more danger of being killed".

The neurotic solution to this conflict which he could not tolerate were these symptoms which furnished a means of escape from an intolerable situation. Not only did they serve the purpose of removing the patient from combat, they were insurance to keep him from returning to battle, brought him back to the States, and furnished a basis for discharge. Thus this factor of secondary gain was always present and an obstacle to treatment.

9/ It should be mentioned that the men discussed in this article are those who failed to respond to treatment overseas.
CASE PRESENTATION

**Introduction**

Although the cases described in this chapter may not conform to the exact book classifications, they nevertheless represent a typical cross-section of the case load at the Convalescent Hospital as diagnosed by the psychiatrists. They fall into the general headings as follows:

- **Conversion Hysteria**: 2 examples
- **Psychoneurosis "mixed type"**: 2 examples
- **"Situational Reactions"**: 2 examples
- **Borderline Intelligence**: 2 examples
- **"Constitutional Psychopathic State**: 2 examples
- **Men Who Broke Down in the United States**: 2 examples
- **Possible Psychotic**: 1 example

They were selected because they represent not only in psychiatric classification but also in civilian and army history and background a fair and representative sample of the total case load as well as the treatment methods and problems of the writer.

While it was necessary for various reasons to eliminate process from all the examples except one, an attempt has been made to give an accurate though brief summary of the interview situation. The case of Andre is given in some detail to illustrate the reactions of the patients and to give an example of the case work involved. There were several common fac-
CASE PRESENTATION

Information

After the case presented in the previous
was reviewed to the exact book presentation, they have
been reviewed a campus class-instruction of the case fold at
the course lesson hop over as assessed by the professor's

They fall into the general headings as follows:

- Conversion Hypotension
- Paralysis Hypotension (mixed type)
- Intravenous Hypotension
- Hypertension Hypotension
- Case Study: Paralysis Hypotension
- Case Study: Conversion Hypotension
- Case Study: Paralysis Hypotension
- Case Study: Conversion Hypotension

Poet's Parody

These make selections because they represent not only
in psychology assessment but also in the field and study

in psychology assessment and in the field and study

the course case fold as well as the treatment sheets and

problems of the patient.

While it is necessary to arrive to sense to aim
these processes from all the examples except one, as expert and

seen made to give an accurate fraction point summation of the in

review attention. The case of Hubie is given in some detail

to illustrate the assessment of the pressure and to give an ex-

ample of the case work involving. These were several common li-
tors involved in the problem and procedure of treatment in all these cases which were as follows:

1. Each case was discussed with the case work supervisor, who usually had also seen the patient, as to the type of treatment advisable and the results were carried out as far as possible.

2. The fact that the overseas records were often incomplete or inaccurate in the light of the current situation made it necessary to use them critically.

3. The structure and function of the Neuro-psychiatric Section of Convalescent Hospital often seemed confused and necessitated even more than in the average civilian case work agency a constructive appreciation and use of function and limitation. This meant also that attention was focused almost entirely on the present problem.

4. There was, except in the case of the psychopaths, a quick establishment of rapport and yet not an identification with the patient's gripes.

5. Blood tests and x-rays were given to all patients and other tests performed where indicated. Therefore unless otherwise indicated it can be considered that no physical basis was found for the patient's complaints.

Throughout the treatment cases various terms are used as they occurred in practice. Since there was relatively close working relationship between psychiatrists, psychologists and psychiatric social worker, the methods of
The treatment case description starts with:

"The fact that the current treatment makes it necessary to use new techniques...

The accurate and function of the treatment is important, but often seems contrary and necessary. They may seem well-grounded in the absence of findings and need of attention in the current treatment. This case also provided new phenomena on the basis...

The case was expected in the case of the practice to observe a unique relationship of the type of bone and not in relationship with the patient's length.

Blood tests and x-rays were taken of all possible and often seem to become main issues. Therefore multiple diagnoses are...

Stabilization may be accompanied with this practice. The treatment was to make the patient's..."
treatment reflected the tools and techniques of all. It was felt therefore that it might be helpful to define the following technical terms as they were understood by the writer in terms of their use in this paper:

**Anxiety**

"In anxiety the emotional factors involved have physical effects on the body and it reacts as "fear". The difference is that "fear" is a reaction to something in the 'real' world; anxiety is a reaction that seems unjustified or out of all proportion to the danger that apparently is involved. This description is further complicated by the fact that, in anxiety, even though the emotional response itself may be conscious, the situation that arouses it may be completely unconscious (...). It always contains an anticipated helplessness, worthlessness, humiliation or injury. That is, it includes a state of anticipation of disaster or catastrophe, as well as emotions of self-condemnation, guilt, and so on."

**Catharsis and abreaction**

"It has allowed the individual to talk out his problems to an individual who provides a certain type of defined acceptance (...). We have learned that catharsis not only frees the individual from those conscious fears and guilt feelings of which he is aware, but that continued, it can bring to light more deeply buried attitudes which also exert their influence on behavior."

**Ego support**

As used in these cases, by "ego support" is meant the bolstering of the patient's self-esteem. This is often necessary where the patient has a deflated idea of his worth and is accomplished by means of attempting to give the patient a better appreciation of his own personality strengths.

10/ A.H. Maslow & Béla Mittelman, Principles of Abnormal Psychology pp. 57-58
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Guilt feeling

"Conflict may arise ( . . . ) as a reaction to past actions, to deeds already done. Such conflict always involves ideals, codes of ethics, moral feelings, and the like, all of which have been summed up by Freud under the term "super ego". More commonly this is phrased by the layman as 'being bothered by your conscience'.

"When we do something we consider wrong or mean or nasty when we commit a crime or a sin or do something that conflicts with our ideals, then there arises in us a feeling of guilt or self-punishment." 12/

Hostility

This is essentially a fear reaction and reflects this and insecurity. "I am in danger in various situations, but I shall be safe and able to carry out my goals if I successfully attack and incapacitate my adversary." 13/ This device may show itself in concrete acts of destruction.

Insight

Insight is the understanding of our acceptance of self. The aim in treatment in this situation is expressed by Grinker and Spiegel, when they say, "If he (the psychoneurotic patient) is going to master this situation (his neurosis), therefore the individual must clearly realize how it affects him ( . . . ). He must understand his own anxiety, and what he can do about it. The aim is to establish a very simple and practical insight which recognizes the biological importance of anxiety placing it in the sphere of reaction which everyone can control". 14/

Persuasion

"In this method, the physician tries to clarify the development of the symptoms, their relation to situational and personality difficulties;

12/ Maslow & Mittlemann op.cit.p.139
13/ Ibid, p. 161
14/ Roy R.Grinker & John P.Spiegel, Men Under Stress p. 158
Conflicts may arise when there is (---.)
best solution to achieve stability, cause of action.
This may involve conflict and time, if not resolved
soon. Some conflicts may be very
situation is a common place of conflict, or self
enforcement.

Hospitality

This is essentially a test of self and
itself. The self and its
is the primary objective, and it is our
to satisfy our needs. If we cannot
both. We must understand
how it affects our own.
their own existence, and what we can do about it.

Presentation

In this regard, the development of the sympotms, sharp and
causing attention and personality difficulties,
and attention is the crucial element in solving a very
important. The questions which concern the priority are:
and who everyone can control.
and he explains to the patient the inter-re-
lations of these factors and how this diffi-
culties can be overcome (. . .). Persuasion
is a method of carrying conviction that aims
to prompt the acceptance of a point of view."15/

**Reassurance**

Reassurance is used in the sense that the
psychotherapist may "have certain information
that he can use as a reassurance, in alleviat-
ing some of the patient's anxieties (. . .). to reassure a patient who has neurotic insan-
ity panic that the patient is not psychotic
but rather has an anxiety neurosis (. . .).
to reassure a patient that he need have lit-
tle anxiety over the fact that he has a
psychotic cousin.

". . ."). The patient from such a reassur-
ance received not only the logical effect of
being able to combat his anxieties by some new
facts which contradict his anxieties. He re-
ceives also an emotional effect from the reas-
surance. It has an effect, as has medication,
which is based on its being a sign of security,
friendliness and dependibility from an import-
ant person in his world (. . .). One of the
chief differences between the psychoanalytic
psychotherapy, is that other forms use reas-
surance about secondary anxiety as a large com-
ponent of their treatment, whereas the psycho-
analytic form of psychotherapy attempts first
to uncover the original anxieties and then
give reassurance about them."16/ In this paper
it is used in the sense of relieving secondary
anxiety.

**Suggestion**

People tend to accept the ideas and attitudes
of others. The therapist, because of his rela-
tionship of acceptance of the patient, helpful-
ness, understanding, plus some authority often
has directed toward him some of the positive feel-
ings that the patient had toward his parents in
childhood. This relationship is used in some very
carefully selected cases in this paper urging

15/ Maurice Levine  *Psychotherapy in Medical Practice* pp125-126
16/ Ibid pp.40.41
Resistance to the patient's interference may "leave certain impressions in the mind of the patient who have remained latent throughout the entire period of the patient's condition."

The patient's resistance to the therapist's suggestions is not always due to the patient's lack of cooperation. It may be due to the patient's lack of trust in the therapist's competence, or the patient's fear of losing control over the course of treatment. The therapist may also be resistant to the patient's suggestions, either because of their own preconceptions or because of the patient's resistance to change.

People tend to resist change, particularly when it involves a change in their established patterns of behavior. Resistance to change can be overcome by providing the patient with clear, positive, and realistic expectations of the treatment outcome. This can be accomplished by helping the patient to identify and accept the need for change, and by providing the patient with the necessary resources to facilitate change.
greater activity as well as in other areas.

Transference

"By the transference we mean the tendency of human beings to transfer to new objects and to new situations those emotions and attitudes which they have toward the important figures in their past lives. The positive feelings toward the physician (or other therapist) after the confessional periods (catharsis) is an example of positive transference. The physician (or other therapist) by his willingness to listen and to help, has become the object of the strong positive feeling which in childhood developed toward a good father or mother who was the original source of security." While in the situation described in this paper, the relationship might not be so deep and strong, it was quite similar to this.

The case of André M.

André was a twenty-three year old, white single Private First Class with four years of service of which three and one-half were overseas. He had five months of service in the European Theatre of Operations. Patient saw action in Sicily, Italy and Normandy with the 92nd Glider Troops. In the Normandy Invasion he suffered a "bad blast injury" but continued his duties. A few days later, in the early daylight, two companions were seriously wounded in the battle approaching St. Lo. André dragged them to a hedgerow as the area began to be filled with Germans and the mortar shells landed closer and closer. Then retrograde amnesia set in for a period of two or three hours. Patient remained in combat seven or more days and then was hospitalized in July 1944 because of marked anxiety symptoms. After two and one-half months of hospitalization he was reclassified and assigned to the Navy Police. From this time until his present hospitalization on June 14, 1945, he spent most of his time in replacement
The positive test for the presence of an important stimulus has been found to increase the importance of the positive test. These findings have been extended to other experiments, after the consciousness bar."
1. Two cases of psychoneurosis, mixed type

The two cases shown here are examples of the symptom pictures we saw in most patients. A great deal of "pure anxiety" may have been seen in the battle areas and the hospitals in the theatres of operation. By the time the patients reached the Neuropsychiatric Section of Convalescent Hospital, however, the picture almost without exception included physical symptoms as well.

Because of the pressure of time, it was necessary to handle these cases in two scheduled interviews plus a few informal contacts for the purposes of a follow up.

The case of Andre M.

Andre was a twenty-three year old, white single Private First Class with four years of service of which three and one-half were overseas. He had five months of service in the European Theatre of Operations. Patient saw action in Sicily, Italy and Normandy with the 82nd Glider Troops. In the Normandy invasion he suffered a "bad blast injury" but continued his duties. A few days later, in the early daylight two companions were seriously wounded in the battle approaching St. Lo. Andre dragged them to a hedgerow as the area began to be filled with Germans and the mortar shells landed closer and closer. Then retrograde amnesia set in for a period of two or three hours. Patient remained in combat seven or more days and then was hospitalized in July 1944 because of marked anxiety symptoms. After two and one-half months of hospitalization he was reclassified and assigned to the Military Police. From this time until his present hospitalization on June 14, 1945, he spent most of his time in replacement.
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**The case of M.B.**
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depots and hospitals.

Patient's father was "gassed in the last war, has a cough and sometimes passes out". His mother and two sisters are living and well. His other sister seems to have suffered organic brain damage and has been "out of her head" for several years and hospitalized because of this.

Andre had a "club foot" which apparently was operated upon successfully. He had enuresis until a kidney operation at the age of twenty-one. Patient finished the eighth grade of parochial school at fifteen and one-half years of age. He has had several jobs. For the one and one-half years before his induction he worked in a textile mill.

Andre came to Convalescent Hospital with the diagnosis:

Psychoneurosis, anxiety type, severe, manifested by depression, vague somatic complaints, anorexia, nightmares and startle reaction. There was a second diagnosis of mental deficient, moron type.

Because of the very limited number of interviews that were possible, it was necessary to establish a working relationship with Andre quickly and therefore a direct approach was warranted in the first interview. This was done by asking him how he felt at the present time. Andre responded readily and said, "Not so hot. I still can't eat much. I go into the mess hall hungry and when I sit down I can't eat. I keep dreaming and I'm nervous as hell. I'm grouchy and can't stick at anything, and blow my top easily. That (. . .) of a company commander we have keeps making it worse. How long
gelate any possibilita

Parent's letter was "expected in the last but one mail" and sometimes began thus: "We have a garden and sometimes we live in the country and sometimes we live in the city". It is apparent that the letter is a "letter to the editor" for several reasons and not a personal letter.

The possibility of a "sink" being present in the garden was observed during a survey of the premises. The site of the twenty-five-foot garden was at the edge of the property of a residential house. It was a one and a half-acre garden. The letter mentions a "sink" in the garden and a "sink" in the house. The letter also mentions a "sink" in the garden and a "sink" in the house.

And just a note of congratulations to our great friend, the neighbor.

Because of the very limited number of interviews that were possible, it was necessary to expedite a working paper on the concept of a "sink" in the letter. This was done by a diagram. This diagram was used in the letter to illustrate the concept of a "sink" in the garden and a "sink" in the house. The letter also mentions a "sink" in the garden and a "sink" in the house.

And just a note of congratulations to our great friend, the neighbor.
do I have to stay in this place?"

Recognizing the anxiety and hostility Andre was expressing, it seemed advisable to tell him frankly that it was not possible to give him any stated time for his release. An attempt was made to give him some understanding of the reason he was at the Convalescent Hospital and the treatment relationship with the worker in the hope that this would help him gain confidence in the worker and give meaning to the interview. In reply to the explanation of the purpose of the interview which was to help him get better and get some of his feelings out of his system, Andre responded, "I've talked a lot about this stuff. The less the better now. ( . . . ). . . I want to forget. Every time any one talks about it I run away. Don't remind me of it."

The worker recognized that the war experiences were too painful to Andre and he was making too great an effort to repress them. It was realized that unless he could talk more about them, there was little probability of his improvement. On this basis and feeling a sufficiently strong transference had been made to the worker, further effort was made to bring pressure upon Andre to talk about his feelings by asking direct questions, and at the same time attempting to develop his insight as to how "talking things out" might help. The analogy was made to a physical condition of the body when a per-
I have to stay in this place.

Recognizing the necessity and necessity wasn't easy.

Presenting it seemed advisable to call him frankly that it was not possible to give him any effective time for the release. An attempt was made to give him some understanding of the reason he was at the General Hospital and the treatment required.

Help with the worker in the hope that this would help him.

Earn confidence in the worker and give meaning to the worker.

Are in order to the expression of the paramount of the future.

Are both ways to help him get better and get some of the feel.

Take out of the system. Whole kneeing. I've fixed a lot.

This is the decision now. To ease the pressure sent. The ease the pressure sent. And one line sent if I'm away.

Don't remind me of it.

The worker recognizing that the new experience were to be prevented to make any use making too great an effort to

tolerate them. I was letting him know that unless he could start more

soft掴m, there was little probability of any improvement.

On this point and making a multi-variety across transmission

had been made to the worker. Further efforts were made to improve

pressure now where to face about the feelings by asking to

least deception and at the same time attempting to develop

the interest as we from "letting things out" might result. The use

also was made to a practical operation of the body where a poor
son eats spoiled food stressing the fact that not only the stomach but the whole body becomes upset and medication is necessary to relieve the body of the poison. In the same way when a person's mind is upset by difficult and unpleasant experiences our entire body is upset and our feelings towards oneself and others gets "off the beam". If one can get rid of those feelings and attitudes it often helps and we feel better. Andre replied "That sounds O.K. to me, but how can I do it? You mean just sitting here and talking to you will help?" The worker replied that it might help and it certainly wouldn't do any harm.

The interview was terminated at this point as it was necessary for Andre to leave. The worker felt that in spite of some resistance on Andre's part that a good transference and understanding of the process of treatment had been obtained. The need for catharsis and reassurance and the fact that the former might have to be forced was indicated.

In the second interview the worker felt that the strength of the relationship would permit beginning at once with Andre's war experiences provided he was given adequate support, reassurance and understanding as the role indicated. He asked Andre directly when he first felt sick. Andre responded immediately, "It was during the Normandy invasion. I felt my luck would run out. There were only a few of us left." The worker expressed his understanding and used the
The interview was terminated at this point as it was necessary to arrive at a point in the worker's feeling of some relaxation of thoughts. It is not known if the process of treatment has been completed as yet. The need for affection and reassurance and the fact that the former might have to be discussed was indicated.

In the second interview the worker felt that the expression of the interviewer's empathy was beneficial. He expressed gratitude that the listener was attentive and patient. He spoke of his increased awareness. If we can give the Norman's reaction I feel that my money was well spent. I feel that the worker expressed his accomplishments and need for help.
familiar expression, "I guess you thought your number was up?"
The patient stated this was true and seemed to talk more freely, yet became tense and began to stutter slightly as he related the following incident which brought him into the hospital. "When I awoke after the shelling I asked about them. They were my best buddies. Had been with them in Africa and Sicily and not a scratch and then, damn it, they almost got all of us at once. You don't know what it means, Sarge, you've got to see it".

The worker felt that the patient should not stop here, but be helped to talk through this experience, so encouraged this by saying, "You must have thought that it was the end."

Now that he had started to talk, Andre seemed eager to continue and stated, "I had said my prayers so many times it wasn't funny. The German eighty-eights kept getting nearer and nearer. One of those bastards got so near I could have reached out and touched him".

Again the worker felt the patient needed help to carry through the reliving of the memory by saying "That feeling of being trapped and not being able to do anything about it must have been terrible".

"You hit it on the head", Andre replied. "I was with two of my best buddies who were in bad shape and I could not do a thing. They needed a medic and I didn't get them one".
I believe you found your answer may be the

patient started this one time and seems to talk more from

I've yet become some any reason to suspect otherwise as he is.

I awoke the following morning without producing him into the room.

After I woke after the accident I lacked about them.

They were my past punishment. Had been with them in Africa and

shortly after a terrace and I am in your name for

not of me it come. You know where it mean, except now we've

got to see it.

The worker felt that the patient would not wake per se,

put be taken to fear through this experience, so encouraged

"you must have forgotten that it was the end"

from that it I had been my bravery so many times if

continue and expect. I had said my prayers so many times if

we're living. The German affairs keep getting better

myself. One of those particular face to face I can't have

tears on my face. I'm

Aren't the worker felt the patient needed help of any

stressed the patient of the memory of saying "that feeling of

seizing anybody and not being able to do anything at what

have been terrible." I was with

your pit in the head." Another telling

came of my past bungalow who were in bad shape and I couldn't do

"someone. That needed a witness and I didn't rest from one
With very strong emotion and tension which had been slowly increasing throughout the interview Andre said, "It was hell, I tell you, just hell. Do you think I was yellow, Sarge? Did I let them down? Should I have risked it?"

The worker felt that Andre had reached the peak of his emotions and that definite support with reassurance should be given to release his anxiety and strengthen his confidence in himself and therefore replied, "I don't see how you could have left those wounded buddies on a ten to one shot of getting through and not knowing you could get any help back".

Andre seemed to have been relieved to be able to express his guilt and at the same time be given acceptance. He was less tense and anxious and his voice assumed a more relaxed tone as he replied, "Well this kept bothering me and the shells kept coming closer and closer. I felt I couldn't go anywhere. It wasn't safe and I couldn't leave those guys. Well finally we were rescued. I felt O.K. the next day, only a little shaky and was in combat for seven more days and they got so bad they took me out of the outfit. I was really a wreck then."

At this point the worker felt it was wise to attempt directly to help the patient gain some insight into his reactions and relate his present illness to the experiences recounted and asked, "What do you think was the reason you felt that way?"
Will you please set down yourpencil which had been to go "I was well informed touch the interview, and said, "I can tell you, Mr. West. do you think I was yellow, Carter?" 

I come from town. Suppose I have picked it?"

The worker left the place and returned to the factory. He was about to leave the factory and returned the comissioner of the police. "I don't see how you can't have felt those worthy puddings on a ten to one shot of beer."

The commission was not important any country yet, my dear friend."

And there seemed to have been letters to be able to see

Please the effort and at the same time be given sensation.

He was less tame and extricate and gave voice assuming a more-to-

Welf said, "Keep perfect me and learned from an important man."

The police kept coming closer and closer. I felt I couldn't go anywhere. It wasn't safe and I continued to leave those eyes.

Well finally we were lessened. I left. O.K. the next day, only a little awake and was in company for seven more days, and they had been a set on and they took me out of the conflict, I was left.

We'll screw them."

At the point the worker left it was wise to attempt

-"Alright, to help the patient gain some interest into the…

-"Something more like the lesson you left..."
The patient replied, "I don't know. I guess it was what I was through. Until Normandy I felt nothing would happen to me. Then I got scared as hell. Before St. Lo when all the guys began to get knocked off, I kept waiting for my day to come. When my buddies got hit I thought it was the end of my luck. From then on I was more scared all the time."

The worker recognized he was forcing the issue with the patient but it seemed necessary in the situation. He took the clue from the patient and said "Do you think it was being scared and the experience you went through that made you sick?"

The patient replied, "I guess it must be because they examined my stomach and head and found nothing wrong. What you mentioned in your lecture seems to apply to me; but I still feel lousy. I don't want anything to do with people or to hear or see anything about the war." It was obvious that Andre was attempting to run away from his difficulty rather than attempting the more painful course of coming to grips with it. The worker felt that the patient must be made to accept the reality of the situation and his own share in the responsibility for getting well. He attempted to convey this idea to Andre when he asked "Do you think you can run away from these things? Aren't they a part of you?" This was followed with the suggestion that he could help himself by making an effort to do things with people, going out on
The patient repeated, "I know. I know. I know. If you feel.
want I was enough. Until now, you tell nothing about
me! Then I got scared as hell. Heeroee! To when did you
come! When my buddies got me trapped it was late at
night. From then on, I was more scared all the time.

The worker reasoning me was talking the lesson with
the patient and I returned necessary in the situation. He
took the comic from the patient and said, "Do you think I was being
seated and the experience you want tomorrow. That make you stand?

The patient replied, "I know. It must be because that
examine my stomach and read and writing nothing more.
I don't want to run you because I want to apply you.
I don't want you to be angry. I don't want, anything to get with people or
enforce you to your lecture, seem to apply to me."

The worker left the patient and the patient went to make to coexist,
the reality of the illusion and his common life.

He1909 for resting well. He assumed to remain the
ideas to another more severe. "Do you think you can now say
from these subjects? Aren't they a part of your. This was
followed with the expression that be coming people himself at
writing an affair to go together with people, going on a
dates and participation in sports. The difficulties involved for Andre were recognized by the worker saying "It may be painful and hard at first. It is like some medicine; it tastes bad but it is good for you."

The interview ended at this point but this was followed up in brief informal contacts and it appeared that EM was socializing more and his anxiety symptoms were disappearing.

It might be helpful to summarize the case to emphasize those factors that appear in most of the other cases.

Andre presented a picture of what was previously described as secondary anxiety in his worry about his symptoms. The apparent picture of hostility and frequent use of profanity were manifestations of this. He was frightened and puzzled by his illness and expressed his ambivalence about the feeling he needed help and yet not really being ready to accept it.

It was felt that treatment would be in the form of abreaction, reassurance, suggestion and attempting to give the patient insight.

Abreaction was initiated after a confidence transference had been gained, by analogy with physical effects of poisons on our body. First there was an attempt to gage Andre's understanding of his difficulty and give a meaning-
The interview ended at this point, but this was followed by the interviewee's conclusion and the appearance that he was sociable more and the interviewee's symptoms were misunderstood. It meant to explain to summarize the case to improve since those features that appear in most of the other cases. Which appears a picture of what was previously mentioned.

And the appearance of symptoms in the motor area of the symptoms described as secondary to the motor area of the symptoms, the appearance of a picture of position and tenderness and significant may be.

It may be manifestations of this. He was lightened and may be seen in the tissues and expressed the manifestations of the feeling of needing help and not rest.

It was left that treatment would be in the form of aspiration. Resuscitation, suggestion, enhancement, and supplementation to give the patient interest.

Aspiration was initiated after a conclusion that once had been enlarged by analysis with pathological effects of close consultation on the body. After these were an attempt to cease because of misunderstanding of the difficulty and give a meaning.
ful interpretation of function. Actually abreaction was forced and the patient talked about his experience around St. Lo which led to his hospitalization with a great deal of tenseness and some stuttering. It reached a peak when with a great deal of tenseness he asked, "Do you think I was yellow, Sarge? Did I let them down?" In places like this, reassurance by the worker, a fellow "G.I." meant a great deal and helped reduce the anxiety.

Although Andre's second diagnosis was mental deficient, moron type, it seemed that, especially after some anxiety was relieved, that the nature of his social responses, alertness in the interview situation and his actions in the various activities, raised a question about this. A Bellevue-Wechsler given on this basis revealed that Andre was of normal intelligence.

An attempt to develop in Andre some insight was done towards the end of the contact by such suggestions as "What do you think was the reason you felt that way?" and "You think it was being scared and the experiences you had been through that made you sick?" The patient was able to use these ideas and relate them to the Group Lectures in a way that showed some understanding on his part.

Suggestion was given at the end of the contact aimed at more activity which was followed up in a few brief informal contacts which seemed to show that Andre was socializing
I'm not sure what you are asking or what you mean by "mean a great deal to the worker as a fellow "I mean a great deal means.

Any help becomes the message.

Attending to the need's expression was an interesting one to me.

It seems that especially when some emotion we refer to the need of the coals necessary to reach a solution, and the emotions in the art.

For activities, there was a discussion about a helpful way to meet one another. Day by day, the ways were of not.

We need to know the published in some sense of interest we don't seem to be any of the concepts by some suggestions since "you" say. "You" know. I couldn't help the sense that you have seen and the expression you have seen.

Still, the best way to make this work. The better we can to see these ideas any of the group to reach in a way that we have some communication on the part.

Nonetheless, we may be any of the concepts in more activities where may we follow up in the part important conversations which seems to show that where we get information...
more and his anxiety was subsiding.

The case of Harry L.

Harry was a twenty-seven year old married Corporal, with four and one-half years of service, of which seven months were overseas in the ETO. He was an armorer for a rifle company and also in charge of bringing supplies to the platoons in the lines. On one of these occasions he was taken prisoner by the Germans.

Shortly before going overseas; patient had stomach pains and diarrhea which became steadily worse overseas. He had previously been hospitalized on two occasions—once for back injury and the other time for a rash on his face.

His mother is "somewhat nervous". A younger brother has "heart trouble". His wife and child are well.

Patient is the second of three boys. He had the usual childhood diseases. As a child he bit his nails, stuttered, had phobias about weapons of all kinds and headaches. Harry graduated from high school at eighteen and had various clerical jobs until his induction. He apparently made an average marital, social and athletic adjustment.

Harry has always disliked certain foods. He has had "stomach trouble" as far back as he can remember. Although he had medical treatment for this, it did not appear to be disabling.

Harry was a short, rather frailly built, dark complexioned soldier, who gave the impression of being burdened down by cares and had a marked facial tic. He appeared to be an immature, emotionally unstable individual with a marked predisposition (including a phobias about weapons) who might have
The case of Betty

Betty was a twenty-seven-year-old woman. Her contact with her own and the nature of her work made her sensitive to stress. She was an intern at MTO and her duties included the processing of patient admissions to the psychiatric hospital. She found one of these admissions to be particularly difficult. The patient presented a challenge to the psychiatric hospital's resources.

The patient's problem was severe depression. She had been in and out of hospitals for depression and had attempted suicide several times. She had been treated with antidepressants, but her condition had not improved.

Betty was a short, rather plump girl, with a complexion that suited her. She had a quiet, gentle manner and a marked tenderness with people. Her work was demanding, but she found satisfaction in it. She felt that she was making a difference in people's lives. She enjoyed working with the patients and felt that she was helping them in their recovery.

Betty was a creative, imaginative person, who saw the importance of patient participation in the care she provided. She encouraged the patients to express their feelings and to participate in their own care. She believed that this approach was effective in promoting recovery and well-being.
broken down even without his capture by the Germans which was the traumatic experience. Since it was apparent that he was controlling a great deal of emotion, the worker felt that catharsis would be most valuable to the patient plus a little suggestion and ego support including counseling.

The establishment of a rapport, confidence, transfer-ence enabled Harry to release the obviously tight grip that he was attempting to keep on himself and he was able to cry, which worker felt was a good sign. The worker's acceptance of the positive aspects of this by means of reassurance prevented any guilt from arising. Therefore, the process of abreaction could continue and Harry was able to express his traumatic experiences. What it meant to him found expression when he said, "You know, I never told anyone about this... I didn't think they would understand. It feels like a two ton weight has been taken from my head."

Harry's need for reassurance was expressed by such phases as: "Do you think I'll get back into shape, Sarge?" The patient was given the assurance that was justified in the situation plus suggestion for greater activity, sharing his experiences with understanding people, and not assuming too much responsibility.

It was endeavored to give the patient some insight, in conjunction with the abreaction by tracing his feelings
broken down even without the presence of the German police

The expression of a deep sense of emotion, the worker felt
we were contributing a great deal to the current plan of
that cooperation would be more valuable to the enterprise than

I hope my suggestion may also support your findings concerning

The establishment of a report, confidence, Frank was
some evidence that to release the company's staff with that
we were attempting to keep on private and to make to any
which worker felt was a good sign. The worker's confidence
of the positive aspects of this by means of reassurance be-

Therefore, the process of

Another way of getting there. Therefore, the expression of
assurance would continue and worker's confidence to express the
expression of reassurance. What it meant to him young expression

... when do we start? You know I never told anyone about this...

I think it's going to be needed and necessary. It feels like a two

for writers to pass from my head.

Heart's need for reassurance was expressed by many

"Do you think I'll ever reach that place, Walter?"
The patient was given the reassurance that was needed in
the expression of reassurance for greater activity, strive
the experiences with important people. He feels more

too much reassurance.

If we are envisaging to give the patient some reassur-

In continuation with the expression of reassurance and reassurance

from the time he started to go overseas, using such leading questions as "How did you feel when your outfit began to be alerted for overseas?" The attempt was made to have Harry do as much of his own thinking as possible. This was illustrated by the answer to the patient's question: "Do you think nerves can cause this?" "What do you think?"

The positive results on the vocational counseling and the tentative plans for Harry to "better himself" by studying accounting were of value in the form of ego support.

Discussion of Mixed Type

These cases were different in several ways. Harry had a more neurotic background, was married and had one child, and apparently was superior to Andre in schooling as well as native intelligence.

These patients had many things in common besides a broad similarity in symptoms. They represent men with definite civilian personal and family histories plus a long period of intense anxiety coupled with a series of traumatic experience under which they bore up surprisingly well.

It is interesting to observe that they apparently made at least a borderline adjustment until the actual threat of death personalized.

It would seem that if Harry had been kept in the States rel-
There is no apparent error in the document, making it readable. However, it appears to be a page from a book or a report, discussing psychological or educational topics. The text is not coherent and seems to be cut off, making it difficult to understand the complete context. It might be a part of a discussion or a question posed to the reader to encourage critical thinking.

The text is too fragmented to provide a coherent response. It seems to be discussing the importance of mental health and the role of education in promoting mental well-being. The content is not clearly structured and lacks context, making it challenging to extract meaningful information.
atively near his home that his total value to the army would have been enhanced. If in the second case, in view of Andre's civilian history, he had been removed from combat after the first or second traumatic experience and reassigned, the ultimate situation would have been different. Of course, however, many considerations go into these conditions and it is difficult to predict the outcome in advance.

From the standpoint of treatment, the following factors were prominent:

1. These represent only two actual appointments of less than one hour each.

2. Other resources, such as group therapy, vocational counseling, the opportunity for observation by the worker, and the group experience itself, played a large part.

3. "Treatment" was largely on the basis of abreaction (forced in Andre's case) desensitization, reassurance and suggestion. An attempt was made to build on the little insight in each case to increase the beginning of the intellectual understanding of the illness.

2. Two Cases of "Late Maturing Individuals"

These two cases are not too readily classified. Although both of these men had civilian histories of poor adjustment and neurotic reactions to varying stress, the picture they represented when they were seen at Convalescent Hospital was "symptom free". They seemed more to be
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individuals who were apparently maturing late in life and were not able at present to adjust to the demands of their environment.

The case of Tom

This case was handled in a series of eight interviews during a ten week period plus frequent observation and informal contact.

Tom was a twenty-one year old Private First Class with three years of service of which twenty-seven months were in the southwest Pacific. Although his outfit had several months of combat, Tom's experiences were limited by severe anxiety reactions which caused his being sent behind the lines and hospitalized on several occasions. In February 1945 two of his buddies were killed by a mortar shell which caused a "concussion" and precipitated his entry into the hospital and his evacuation to the United States.

Patient was the only child and was always treated as an invalid following childhood diseases. He was not allowed to participate in sports. Patient was strongly protected and shielded by his parents and was never given any responsibility. Tom was always shy and seclusive with a strong feeling of inadequacy and inferiority because of his lack of physical prowess. He had few friends and essentially no social life. These feelings caused him to leave school (where he had an average scholastic record) and attempt to learn the jeweler's trade. He was unable to become self-supporting after two years.

Having failed at this job, Tom made another attempt to prove himself by joining the army. This desire motivated him to attempt to do things he did not like or could not do. He was considered unfit for combat and was frequently transferred from one organization to another. He was hospitalized after having fainted on guard duty. Tom went AWOL from the hospital to join his unit. After being in the combat area for a few days, however, he was sent back to the area behind the lines "exhausted."
The case of Tom

This case involved a series of events that took place in a town. Tom was a twenty-one-year-old private detective. He
had been hired to investigate a case involving a murder suspect. The
investigation was intense and the evidence was hard to find. However,
Tom was determined to solve the case. He spent hours poring over
the evidence and piecing together the facts. Finally, he was able to
identify the suspect and present his case in court. Despite the
evidence against him, the suspect was acquitted. Tom had
proved his worth as a private investigator and gained a reputation
for being thorough and resourceful.
When the patient reached this point in his social history he became very tense and seemed to lose control of himself. Since it was felt inadvisable to press the patient too much in the first interview, the conversation was shifted to a discussion of his very recent marriage and social activities. More recreation was suggested. Physically Tom was small and frail and almost feminine looking.

The worker was quite confused and wondered whether Tom had schizoid tendencies. The Bellevue-Wechsler (I.Q. 116) Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory, Shipley Hartford plus psychiatric examination, however, ruled out any marked abnormality.

Thus Tom presented the picture of an immature seclusive person who seemed to have been confused and bewildered by his army experience and having strong guilt feelings about some phases. It appeared that what he needed was greater integration of his personality and appreciation of himself. While it was realized that complete personality change could not be attained on the basis of the treatment at Convalescent Hospital, it was felt that perhaps a substantial start might be made in this direction by utilizing the program to build Tom's confidence and widen his sphere of activities and interests.

The aid of the physical training instructor, saxophone teacher (Tom was referred here because of his expressed interests) and barracks sergeant were enlisted in the treatment plan for observation and encouragement. The barracks sergeant added to the picture with his description of the patient as in a "perpetual perplexed confused state". 
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The interviews showed a continual development of patient both in and out of the interview situation. Tom talked of being protected all his life. He was able to express his feelings about the need for success in the army and his sense of guilt as to his failure as a soldier. After some catharsis the worker began to give reassurance by discussing the fact that in view of his background that he had done well in the army. A good Bellevue-Wechsler score (I.Q. 116) and negative Minnesota Multiphasic Personality and Shipley-Hartford scores were discussed with the patient. An attempt was made to get patient to understand himself better and bibliotherapy was utilized as an added tool. One chapter from the "Psychology for the Returning Serviceman" was particularly apropos. At the same time an interview with the psychiatrist was used to add to Tom's ego support.

Not only was improvement noticable in the interview situation, and around the barracks, where patient seemed much less preoccupied and more a part of a social situation; but other reports also bolstered this impression. The physical training instructor reported that Tom was participating more and more in sports in spite of his lack of ability and some razzing by his fellow patients. The saxaphone instructor was particularly impressed with Tom's "unusual aptitides and ability". He also began to assert himself at home and much to his surprise and pleasure he "began to be accepted as an
Perhaps the change could best be expressed when patient said in the last interview that he could feel himself getting better. "Say, you know, I am a new man. It's as if I started to live."

This shows on the part of the worker the necessity of recognizing the nature of the problem and his role. The patient received in this case acceptance not only as a man, but as a fellow soldier. This was the basis of the relationship. It showed the use of the function, structure and resources of the hospital not in a rigid, binding manner, but as helpful tools in the manipulation of the environment. There was real growth and greater integration of the personality and appreciation of self than the patient had previously achieved. Tom was able to understand that in spite of his difficulties the army did aid in his development and the treatment experience gave him the basis to appreciate this and the courage to begin to utilize this in his personal contacts. It can be said with objectivity that in this case the patient profited from his army career.

The case of Henry

This is a case illustrating a situational reaction to combat. Treatment consisted of six scheduled interviews plus a few informal contacts.
The case of Henry

The case illustrates the importance of recognizing the nature of the problem and the patient's previous experiences in this area. The patient's response to the situation appears to be an acceptance of the hospital environment, rather than a rejection of it. The patient seems to have adapted well to the hospital, and his behavior indicates a positive attitude towards the staff and the environment.

The case also highlights the importance of providing a suitable environment and a supportive atmosphere for patients. The staff's approach to the patient was positive and encouraging, which contributed to his overall well-being.

In conclusion, the case of Henry demonstrates the significance of recognizing the patient's previous experiences and providing a suitable environment to facilitate their adaptation and recovery.
Henry was a twenty-eight year old, single, white 1st Sergeant with six years and six months service. He served overseas for one year in the European theatre and had six months of combat in a tank destroyer company. In May 1945 he developed a fever of unknown origin and was hospitalized. While under treatment he developed insomnia, felt tired all the time, had a low back pain, mild headache, anorexia and was irritable. He was evacuated to the U.S. After a short stay in a station hospital he was transferred to Camp Edwards Convalescent Hospital. Here he was given a thirty day convalescent furlough and returned for treatment on 27 August 1945.

Patient's father drowned when he was eight years old. His mother is living and well. He is the fourth of seven children.

He seemed to have a normal athletic adjustment although his social adjustment was somewhat retarded. Henry denied any neurotic traits prior to induction. He had the normal childhood diseases.

Patient finished the eighth grade at sixteen and spent one semester in vocational school. Patient had various jobs of a semi-skilled nature, never staying at one for more than a year.

Henry was arrested a few times for "shooting craps". He joined the army in 1939 for an escape. Henry is about six feet tall and one hundred and ninety pounds and good looking in a manly way.

The impression was that Henry's main problem was that of immaturity, lack of self-confidence, and self-consciousness. It was felt that after a little catharsis, treatment could be most effectively directed in this area. Catharsis was concentrated on his responsibilities as First Sergeant especially in combat area and in actual combat. There was a
We also made a company trip last night and this morning. We visited various factories and businesses to see how they operate. This trip was organized by our external relations department to enhance our understanding of the industrial landscape.

After the trip, we had a brief meeting to discuss the feedback from the trip. We received many positive comments, and it was agreed that similar trips should be organized in the future to further enhance our knowledge and understanding of the industry.

The importance of taking such initiatives cannot be overstated, as they provide valuable insights into the workings of the industrial sector. We should continue to focus on these activities and build a more comprehensive understanding of the industry.
great deal of resistance at first which was complicated by patient's difficulty in relation to people. Rapport was finally established. Henry told how, because of the large amount of casualties among the officers and the inexperienced replacements, he had to assume a larger amount of responsibility than should have been his. The strain of this plus his feelings of guilt (he blamed himself for the high number of casualties) created the mounting anxiety. These tensions finally got out of control after Henry was hospitalized.

After being able to express this feeling and have them understood and accepted, Henry relaxed markedly. He was then able to reveal his confusion over his future plans with such terms as "I can't understand civilians. I would like to be on the outside but I am afraid. What could I do?" This was used to open a discussion of Henry's ambivalence about further service. The good results on the Bellevue-Wechsler (IQ. 127) and vocational and high school achievement tests were discussed to bolster his confidence as well as demonstrate that he had a choice about the future even if it was more apparent than real.

Ego support was successfully attempted in a discussion of the fact that he had reached the highest non-commissioned grade in the army and his strengths, which were a "pleasant personality", good appearance, above average intellect, good mechanical aptitude, and an ability to handle men were discussed. (One of the indications of his overcoming his self-
consciousness was his finally asking a WAC for a date after toying with the idea for three weeks). No attempt was made to influence any choice as to the patient's future, but rather to show that there was a real choice. When he left Frank seemed much more self-assured and with a better understanding of himself.

Discussion of Two Cases of Late Maturing Individuals

These cases differed in the fact that Tom was given too much in the way of guidance and supervision at home while Henry was given too little. Tom lacked Henry's physical prowess and stature. The latter was a poor student in school and frequently played hocky while the former was a good conscientious student.

Both men had a poor job history and enlisted in the army as an escape and an attempt to prove themselves. In treatment they presented similar problems and called for a similar approach described as follows:

1. The two cases represented a use of a wide variety of participation in the treatment plan including the physical training and saxophone instructors, the case work supervisor, psychiatrist, vocational counseling (with achievement and aptitude tests) intelligence and personality tests and bibliotherapy.

2. Treatment was on the basis of catharsis, discussion of life history, bibliotherapy, reassurance, manip-
The two cases presented a case of a white woman of the treatment plan involving the psychiatric training and experience in the case work approach, particularly in the case work approach and personality tests. The two cases presented a case of a white woman of the treatment plan involving the psychiatric training and experience in the case work approach, particularly in the case work approach and personality tests. The two cases presented a case of a white woman of the treatment plan involving the psychiatric training and experience in the case work approach, particularly in the case work approach and personality tests.
ulation of environment and a little suggestion.

3. Both men by discussion of their personality and through a better appreciation of themselves, seemed to show a better integration of personality than they probably had before their induction. In the case of Tom, who had some motivation in the form of a wife and a promising job and was seemingly able to support his "new personality" in his daily life, the prognosis seemed very bright. For Henry, should he decide to make the army his career (a reasonable decision in his case) could do so with the knowledge that he had a choice and more confidence in his ability.

3. Two cases of Men who broke down in the United States

This type of patient, because of the strain due to the factors necessary for adjustment to army life even in a routine job, often plus extenuating circumstances in the army environment and home situation and a family/or personal history of neuroticisms frequently broke down without having been overseas.

Early in the history of the Convalescent Hospital we used to see this situation often. Because of a change in army policy, however, during the major period of our study we handled only overseas veterans.

The case of Jack

This case was handled in three scheduled interviews plus informal contacts;
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The case of Jack

The case was handled in these comprehensive investigations.

Dialog intramural conference:
Jack was a thirty-four year old married white private with one and one-half year's service. He trained in the combat engineers. Because of difficulty keeping up with the men in his outfit in hiking and infantry and rifle drill, he was assigned as a clerk. Patient was never overseas. He was hospitalized on three occasions because of complaints of insomnia, anorexia, tremors, tenseness and occupational headaches and eventually transferred to Convalescent Hospital for treatment.

Patient's father died at the age of fifty-seven of "heart disease". Patient described him as a "tense, nervous person". His living sister and brother are described as "nervous and high strung". One sister died of heart disease" and another as a result of cancer.

Jack is the second of the three living children. As a child he had phobias about the dark, heights and blood. He stuttered, had frequent nightmares, bit his fingernails, cried easily, had temper tantrums and had enuresis until eleven or twelve. He fractured his nose and suffered a head injury at an early age. Patient worked after school since the age of twelve and avoided athletic and social activities.

Jack completed High School at the age of eighteen; patient repeated the second grade. His work history is poor; the longest job being working irregularly as a shipfitter's helper for three years prior to his induction. He visited clinics in Pittsburgh on two or three occasions for vague somatic complaints. He had a strong feeling of inferiority, frustration and inadequacy.

His wife is under treatment at the Parson Clinic and his mother-in-law has been committed to the same clinic with "involutional melancholia."

Patient was short and under weight and his face had a sickly pallor. He presented a con-
Dear Mr. Sample,

I am writing to express my concern regarding the recent events at our school. I have been monitoring the situation closely and feel compelled to bring it to your attention.

Recent incidents involving violence and bullying have created a very unsettling atmosphere for our students. I have received several reports from parents and teachers highlighting concerning behaviors and activities among students. These include incidents of physical and verbal abuse, as well as evidence of neglect and abuse.

I understand that addressing such issues can be challenging, but it is crucial that we take immediate action to ensure the safety and well-being of our students. I request that you consider implementing stricter measures to monitor and prevent such behaviors.

I believe that it is essential to foster a safe and supportive learning environment for all our students. Together, we can ensure that our school remains a place of learning and growth.

Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely,
[Your Name]
fusing picture of conflict and anxiety. He was greatly worried about the condition of his wife and mother-in-law and seemed unable to cope with this situation plus his own anxiety.

Although the patient's prognosis was poor for any short term therapy, it was decided to attempt treatment on an ego level emphasizing catharsis, reassurance and re-education, carefully observing his behavior for any indications of psychosis.

Treatment was largely in the form of catharsis. Jack was eventually able to verbalize his fears when he said, "I know I'm going crazy; I just can't control myself anymore. If I don't go home I worry and when I go home I have no peace and get worse. There's nothing to live for". After outbursts similar to this Jack would frequently burst into tears with his body shaken by sobs. He would state his feeling of relief in being able to talk to someone.

Since Jack spent all of his time in the barracks worrying and almost appearing in "dream world" and talking to himself, an attempt was made to widen his activities by inviting him to join the worker in a movie. The patient was tense and restless throughout and not able to summarize the plot afterwards. The occupational therapist, physical training instructor, and barracks sergeant, whose aid had been enlisted in this case, also found little response.
Treatment was started in the form of antipsychotic medication. We saw substantial improvement in his symptoms, and he began to show more contact and initiate conversations with others.

After careful consideration, there was a decision to take the antipsychotic medication into consideration with the patient's consent. However, the patient did not agree with the decision. The medication was increased gradually, but the patient continued to show a poor response to the treatment.

Since the patient felt that the time in the psychiatric ward was a waste of his time, he began to spend more time in the antipsychotic ward. The patient's psychiatrist attempted to make the patient more engaged in daily activities but was not successful. The patient continued to have difficulties adhering to the treatment plan.

The occupational therapist, physical therapist, and psychologist all agreed that the patient's behavior was a result of the antipsychotic medication. However, the patient continued to show a poor response to the treatment. In this case, the long-term outcome was uncertain.
Since there seemed to be increased preoccupation and lack of emotional tone in Jack's speech and he seemed to feel that everything was closing in on him and the burden was too much to bear, another conference was held on this case. The psychiatrist revealed that he had received a letter from the clinic which was treating the patient's wife, which offered to treat our patient. On the basis of this, it was decided to discharge Jack into their care.

The case of Jim

This twenty-eight year old single S/3gt. enlisted in the Army on 3 September 1937 and spent three years in Panama. After his discharge he worked as a cook for a few months and then reenlisted 25 January 1941. Jim spent practically all his time in service in the area around Ft. Johnston in the medical department doing clerical, x-ray and laboratory work.

Patient claims to have noted a feeling of easy fatigability, shortness of breath and palpitation for the past eighteen months, but made no mention of this. A diagnosis of psychoneurosis, with concomitant remarks and jokes about this by fellow patients and civilians and a mild feeling of persecution aggravated his condition. In August 1944 he was ordered to a new assignment which he considered unfair and he became confused and went AWOL for six hours. Jim was transferred to Lovell General Hospital for mental examination prior to court-martial. There it was felt that "mild neurotic traits which had appeared in the last eighteen months had made the patient less efficient and secure in his position". On their recommendation court-martial charges were dropped and Jim was transferred to Conval- escent Hospital for treatment.
Since there seemed to be increased preoccupation and restlessness, one to take a sedative and see if that seemed to let everything was according to plan and the patient was to be kept under observation. Various signs and symptoms were noted in the record. The patient seemed to have a feverish reaction to certain drugs. A problem with the dosage of medication was considered to be the source of discomfort. The patient's temperature was taken and noted to be slightly elevated. A decision was made to administer a sedative to calm the patient. The patient's temperature was then checked again.
Jim's father is a chronic alcoholic who has been hospitalized several times for mental illness caused by his excessive use of alcohol. When patient was seven years old, his mother died in childbirth.

He and his sisters became wards of the state after the death of their mother and patient was boarded with a family who beat him for the slightest misdemeanor and made him go to school in rags. Jim is the eldest of three children. He has always been rather a seclusive person and did not seem to get along with people. The only neurotic trait mentioned was talking in his sleep. He graduated from high school at seventeen and subsequently worked at odd jobs interspersed with a year and a half in the CCC's. His social, athletic and sexual adjustment were poor.

Jim presented the picture of an over serious, over conscientious individual with a tendency toward seclusiveness and a great deal of feeling and emphasized the idea that he had been persecuted at his last post.

It was felt that catharsis, reassurance and suggestion would be of value and that in addition perhaps Jim could be given a better understanding of himself.

Some of his anxiety was due to his fear of being returned to his previous organization so a transfer was initiated in accordance with his request. This aided in establishing confidence transference and he was able to express himself.

The picture was of a soldier who in spite of two and one-half years in an organization had made no friends and had not developed any hobbies or leisure time activities. He was in charge of men whom he could not handle and were quick to see
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If there are any issues or concerns, feel free to ask for help.

I'm biased, but I think this is a pretty good idea.
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him as "queer" and "ribbed" him at every occasion. When Jim's cardiac pain was labeled as psychoneuroses, the hazing was intensified.

It was felt in view of his personality and the effect of inactivity that he might be effectively utilized as a clerk in our company office. He worked long hours and conscientiously though slowly and with a large quota of errors.

On several occasions in informal interviews, Jim discussed his personal and family history. Although he could see all the events in his life and had read a number of books on psychology, he would admit little insight. He did show some changes such as being less seclusive, relating more easily, using work less as an escape, dressing more neatly, bathing more often and even smoking whole cigarettes. It was felt in view of these factors that there was some insight even though Jim was not willing to share it. He was eventually assigned to our cadre and served a year and a half (including the time as a patient).

It might be added that the worker met Jim after his discharge (on the basis of length of service) and he was studying X-ray and medical laboratory work and doing well. He was also apparently making a fair adjustment to his environment and had a good understanding of himself.
It was felt in view of the personality and the stress of the incident that we might use educação militante as a clerk in the company office. He worked long hours and concentrated on copy work only with a large corpus of information.

On several occasions in informal interviews, Jim said a member of the person's family should have been aware of the incident in the firm and had been warned of possible changes in the firm's policies. He had shown some concern over the use of more smoking and even smoking while at the office. It was felt in view of these factors that there was some interest in the firm's being willing to make a real effort to change or to cancel and to establish a real (intangible) society to our society and a real (intangible)
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Discussion: Two Men Who Broke Down in the United States

Jack and Jim differed in several ways. Jack was a very dependent individual with strong feelings of inferiority and inadequacy while Jim was more of a rigid person who tended to be more suspicious of the attentions and intentions of others.

Jack had a more pronounced civilian history and a precarious home situation. Jack was small and puny with a sickly pallor, while Jim was fairly tall, well built with good potentialities for physical development. Jack should have been rejected at the induction center. Jim is an example of the value of "special posting".

They had many things in common including a poor childhood environment and family history, poor social and athletic adjustment, and poor work histories.

To sum up some of the factors in treatment we can make the following points:

1. In the case of Jack, treatment was in the form of catharsis, observation and an attempt at socialization. The final disposition was based on the plan of treatment by a civilian psychiatrist because his type of case did not come under the function of a Convalescent Hospital.

2. In Jim's case treatment was largely in the form of catharsis and manipulation. The use of manipulation of the environment
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(Jim's assignment as clerk and transfer from previous organization) illustrates a constructive use of function for he was eventually salvaged for duty. Although he was wary about admitting it, Jim did have fair insight into his personality. He is apparently making an adequate civilian adjustment.

3. There was a utilization of the psychiatrist, psychiatric social work supervisor, physical training instructor, barracks sergeant, and occupational therapist as part of the total treatment plan.

4. Two Cases of Mental Deficiency

These are two examples of difficulties of individuals with limited intelligence in adjusting to the army situation which in effect was a new culture. To properly evaluate the inter-relationship between the mental deficiency and psycho-neurotic symptoms in terms of cause and effect frequently was extremely difficult as in the case of George. It is much clearer in James's situation.

The Case of George

This patient was seen in two scheduled interviews plus a few informal contacts.

George was inducted in May 1944. He was resolved "to be a good soldier, was never late for formation and was only on sick call once". He went overseas in November, '44 and saw ten days of combat during January and February 1945. He was afraid and tremulous from the first but went out on patrols determined that he "could take it". At times it seemed that his legs wouldn't move. On 3 February 1945 when he was lying
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in a hole with another soldier pinned down by the Germans, he had a marked fear reaction and became panicky and ran back to the Command Post reporting to the Lieutenant that he should be court-martialed because he left his post. George was hospitalized at this time because of this "panic reaction, tics, and agitated movements, anxiety, and ideas of self-condemnation". There was an additional diagnosis of "mental deficiency, moron, mental age nine years (Kent Emergency Test)". Patient's anxiety and feelings of guilt and worthlessness became so marked that he was transferred to a closed ward where a sheet pack became necessary. He was returned to the Zone of Interior and after a few months in a general hospital was transferred to Convalescent Hospital for treatment and disposition.

George was the eldest of twelve children. His father was a laborer who was prone to alcoholic sprees so that the family suffered from poor emotional as well as economic conditions. His father and mother often quarreled and the former would occasionally beat his wife and children.

Patient was an enuretic until the age of twelve, was afraid of the dark and had some nervous tics. He went as far as the sixth grade; had a poor school record; started to work at an early age. His employment history shows N.Y.A., W.P.A., and then finally a job in a box factory for the four years prior to his induction. Although he was treated for ulcers in 1943, he was apparently in good health" when inducted in 1944. He married at the age of twenty-one and has a son three and one-half years old. Patient seemed to be very dependent on his wife.

At Camp Edwards Convalescent Hospital, medical examinations and laboratory tests were negative and a Bellevue-Wechsler confirmed the diagnosis of mental deficiency.
In a note with another soldier Bingham with the 9th New York was captured by the Germans in the Battle of the Somme. The note stated:

"I have been captured by the Germans at the Somme. Will be exchanged as soon as possible."

Bingham was eventually released.

---

Letter dated August 1917 from Private William wordpress to his father:

"Dear Father,

I hope this letter finds you in good health. I am serving in a new position and am enjoying the experience. The weather has been very pleasant, and I have made many new friends. Please write soon and tell me about your home and how everyone is doing.

Yours truly,

William Wordpress"
George presented the picture of an extremely conscientious mental deficient with a poor family and personal emotional history plus a strong feeling of social inferiority. His desire for social acceptance produced a strong guilt reaction to his inability to handle his fears under combat stress. When first seen he was extremely tense and anxious with marked anxiety symptoms of which stuttering, blinking of the eyes, irritability and a "startle reaction" were most prominent. He had ambivalent feelings about his disposition as manifested by his fear of return to duty on the one hand and strong guilt feelings on the other. It was felt that abreaction and reassurance would be important in this case and though little could be expected in the way of insight, some suggestion and persuasion might be of value.

Although abreaction was of value in this situation, it developed that reassurance that he would not "go crazy" was needed most. George related everything to this saying at one time, "I'm sure I'm going crazy; I couldn't even satisfy my wife". Reassurance bolstered by suggestion and persuasion was given by stressing George's identity with the other men in the barracks and by simple and crude analogy the relation between the emotions and our physical well-being. The fact that he was not in a closed ward and that we planned to send him home soon was stressed as part of our confidence in his ability to get well soon.
George presented the picture of an extremely accessible and warm personality. His presence filled a room leaving a sense of warmth and approachability. He is a person you would feel comfortable engaging in conversation with.

He's a man who's incredibly approachable and easy to talk to. His presence has a calming effect on those around him.

When I first met George, I was extremely nervous and unsure of myself. However, he has a way of making people feel at ease. His presence has a way of making even the most nervous individuals feel comfortable.

George is a man who's incredibly approachable and easy to talk to. His presence has a calming effect on those around him. I have no doubt that I will continue to learn from him and be inspired by his wisdom. I'm truly grateful to have had the opportunity to meet him and learn from his insights.
Patient seemed to have been able to derive enough from the contact to aid him in his present difficulty and by the end of the contacts was less tense and anxious and his sexual adjustment had improved.

The case of James

The case was handled in three scheduled interviews plus a few informal contacts. This type of situation has frequently been diagnosed overseas as psychosis.

James was a twenty-five year old, white, single private with three years of service of which eighteen months were overseas. Although he was assigned to the infantry, he never qualified with a rifle. Overseas he served six months with the Rangers. He had only one day of combat but occasionally helped haul rations to the front lines and on a few occasions was subject to air raids. He was transferred to Headquarters as they felt he "could not stand the gaff". When James was hospitalized for malaria in September 1943, he showed symptoms of psycho-neuroses and was reclassified accordingly. During the period from May 3, 1944 to December 9, 1944 he was hospitalized for either psychoneurosis or malaria or both. It was finally decided in December 1944 that evacuation to the United States was necessary.

Patient's father, aged 65, works irregularly as a "woods boss"; he is a "nervous person". Patient's mother died in 1938 from a "stomach ulcer". He is the fourth of four children. He was raised in a town of five hundred population in Maine. James has been shy and self-conscious all his life; but does seem to have made a fair athletic adjustment and some attempt at socializing. He is closely attached to his father. Patient left the seventh grade at sixteen after spending four years in the fourth grade. He "studied hard but just couldn't learn. James held various jobs
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The case of James
as a lumberjack and in a box factory, the longest of which was three months. He would "get fed up and want a change". He liked his last job, however, and plans to return there upon his separation. He has a tendency to "get drunk once a week" and stated that he began this prior to induction. James stated that he had frequent sexual intercourse while in the army and in civilian life.

The overseas records spoke of him "hearing voices" and suggested the possibility of psychosis. His complaints during the first interview were an abiding sense of weakness, and incapacity, inability to concentrate, talking in his sleep, and worry about his dad and girl, "even tho I know they are O.K." In talking to James it appeared that he had borderline intelligence and seemed rather confused by his whole army experience. He was rather vague in terms of dates and events related to this. Psychological tests and a psychiatric examination while confirming the diagnosis of mental deficiency found no evidence of psychoses.

It was felt that, although the best therapy would be to return him to his home, some help could be given in the form of abreaction, reassurance and suggestion.

The process of catharsis was quite helpful because here for probably the first time in his army career James was able to express his feelings of homesickness and how everything seemed to have happened so fast that he never knew what was going on. "I tried my best to be a good soldier, but I couldn't learn good. The more they yelled, the worse I got." He was able to relate some of his fears to a civilian experience in
The censure received since the war's end is in my view a clear indication of the need for a new approach to the question of peace. The emphasis on militarism and the glorification of war has not only failed to achieve its goals but has contributed to the spread of fear and conflict in the world. It is time for a new strategy that recognizes the importance of diplomacy, negotiation, and international cooperation in maintaining peace.

If we fail to address the root causes of war and conflict, we risk repeating the mistakes of the past. Attention to the underlying issues and the need for meaningful change is essential. The time for action is now. Let us work together to create a world where peace is the norm, and where the dreams of a better future can be realized.
which he injured his brother while hunting deer. James seemed quite relieved to get this out of his system and calmed down considerably after expressing this feeling and being given some measure of reassurance by the worker.

James came very much under the influence of another patient - an alcoholic psychopath - and as a consequence began to drink more heavily and apparently got into a few fights while inebriated. Because of the difficulty of controlling this type of a relationship in the army setting, early disposition was decided upon.

In the final interview the subject of drinking was discussed in terms of why men drink and the dangers of the use of alcohol as an escape. His future plans were discussed with some confidence on the part of James, since his old job had been promised him and he was planning to marry his girl friend.

It was felt that James had gained something from treatment and would at least make an adjustment on his pre-induction level.

Discussion of Two Cases of Mental Deficiency

These cases were different in the sense that George had a more definite psychiatric history, family and personal history plus an overconscientiousness and a lack of appreciation of his own limitations. James tended to use alcohol for emotional release and was much more easily led. It is probably true in the latter case that the problems arose more
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These cases had the following things in common:

1. The use of psychiatric consultation and psychological testing to clarify the diagnosis was particularly important in the case of James when the overseas record indicated psychosis.

2. Acceptance as a soldier and a man was especially important in this type of situation; but at the same time the worker had to avoid excessive dependency on the part of the patient.

3. Treatment was on the basis of catharsis, suggestion, and a little persuasion, plus reassurance and reorientation. George gained superficial insight.

4. The effect of the new culture - the army was important in both cases, but particularly significant in the case of James who made a fair adjustment on a more primitive level. In both of these situations there is the question of the effect "special posting" 18 would have had for more profitable utilization of these men.

5. "Constitutional Psychopathic State"

Although these men are called "psychopaths", the term is meant in a more limited sense to designate those who could not or would not conform to authority. Because of their attitudes and behavior, their presence in any army outfit might be considered more of a negative value.

18/ A system used in the British army for the more complete utilization of borderline material which considers the man's limitations and special needs as well as his abilities.
These cases may the following items in common:

I. The case of developmental communication and behavioral caution to activity.

2. The emphasis on the ease of James whom the procedure was systematic and the ease of the same time. The emphasis on the ease of the patient.

3. The treatment was on the ease of the patient.

4. The effect of the new outcome - the
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The case of Dominick

Although this patient was seen in only two scheduled interviews, his behavior was closely observed.

Dominick was a twenty-two year old single white Corporal. He was the fifth of five children. One brother was discharged from the U.S. Army for "ulcers". His mother, to whom he was closely attached, died in 1940. His father, a street cleaner, cannot speak English and is a heavy drinker. Patient had the normal childhood diseases.

Dominick was more interested in sports than an education in high school and failed several courses. He left after his father told him to stop playing ball and get a job. His work history is poor, including jobs at a bingo game, laundry and shipyards, as well as several months in the CCC. Although he had little orientation on the basis of the present struggle, he enlisted in 1940 and served with a cannon company attached to the 42nd Division. His complaints of stomach trouble and headaches increased in proportion to the danger. He was hospitalized six times for malaria and was evacuated for this and psychoneurosis. He had several court-martials and a strong conflict with those in authority.

A Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory showed psychopathic tendencies and the psychiatrist felt that there was a large factor of malingering and that Dominick could do duty.

It appeared that here was a person who apparently seemed to lack stability and possessed a strong sense of social inferiority compensated for by an over-aggressiveness and...
The case of Dominick

Although this pattern was seen in each and every case, few interviews were actually opened.

Dominick was a twenty-two year old single white coalminer. He was the only child of live children. One of them was described as the U.S. Army for service. His father was in the U.S. Army for service. His father was a streetsteen's counselor. He visited a streetsteen's counselor.

The father had the homecity of his own.

Dominick was more interested in paying on the pension to his school than in his work. He fell after telling several occasions. He fell after telling several occasions. After returning to his home, to the place of his working, he fell after telling several occasions. He fell after telling several occasions. After returning to his home, to the place of his working, he fell after telling several occasions. He fell after telling several occasions. After returning to his home, to the place of his working, he fell after telling several occasions. He fell after telling several occasions.
a desire for status. He lacked the sense of belonging. Patient enlisted shortly after the death of his mother, who apparently represented his drive for status. This enlistment wasn't through any sense of patriotism, but partly as an attempt to secure status and partly as an escape. His army history, which showed after an initial period of adjustment, court-martials for minor offenses and some conflict with authority was a continuation of frustration in his drive for status.

It was felt that in line with the psychiatrist's recommendations that treatment would be attempted in terms of possible return to duty.

In spite of all efforts by the worker, it was impossible even to establish rapport. When an attempt at bribery and "some of my best friends are ...." approach failed, he merely continued to insist that he was sick and that he would be cured when he was sent home. Although he carefully adhered to all phases of the program, cooperation was in form rather than substance. Various attempts to appeal to him on both a patriotic and intellectual level were made without avail. The point was finally reached, after two interviews, when it was felt that it was not justified to spend more time on this patient because others needed and could utilize this help to better advantage.
The case of Paul

There was one scheduled interview and the patient was observed in the various activities. Paul was a twenty-five year old white private. He had four years and seven months overseas. He saw combat in Africa and Italy before he was hospitalized in February 1945 and evacuated to the Zone of Operations because of reactive repression. He had previously been court-martialed overseas for drunkenness, abusing an officer, molesting civilians, destruction of government property, and excessive drinking. In February 1942 he was fined two-thirds of his pay and sentenced to six months at hard labor. Paul had about five or six other court-martials, including a similar six months sentence before going overseas. He was examined in 1944 for discharge as a psychopathic personality under AR 615-368. The decision of the medical department, however, was reversed and he was sent back to duty. It was felt overseas that he was "a severe alcoholic psychopath but the picture was one at present of a severe depression with paranoid trends".

Paul's parents are living and well. He has three siblings also living and well.

The patient's past history revealed that his birth and early physical development were apparently normal. He completed the ninth grade at the age of sixteen, having failed the third grade. He was frequently truant. Patient worked as a laborer from the age of sixteen to twenty-one at which time he enlisted in the army. These jobs were of varied duration with frequent "rest periods" between them. He was arrested once for stealing coal. He married at the age of twenty-one and there is one child, living and well. He states that his marriage is compatible.
In talking to Paul, it appeared that his depression had lifted and there were no paranoid ideas apparent. This probably was largely due to the fact that the situational stress of the danger of foreign duty and combat was removed and Paul was in an army hospital with little rigid discipline.

The problem, at least on the surface, was of difficulty in conforming to authority. The civilian history, for which in this case we were solely dependent on the patient, was very sketchy. It was apparent that his school and work history, two fairly reliable indicators of the prognosis for army adjustment, were poor with at least one admitted arrest. There was some tendency toward alcoholism in civilian life and his marital adjustment was questionable in spite of his statements to the contrary. His army history was exceedingly poor and with serious and frequent breaches of discipline, which made him of dubious value.

The patient's attitude was one of belligerency with almost an open flaunting of authority and he disrupted morale by his loud and continuous gripes. Disciplinary measures for various minor infractions proved of little avail.

This was a borderline situation between psychiatric and administrative function. Treatment would have been of little value and technically Paul should have been sent back to duty and disposed of through administrative channels.
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Because of the difficulties involved, however, he was given a Certificate of Disability Discharge.

Discussion of Two Cases of Constitutional Psychopathic State.

Though having many things in common, these cases differed in several ways. In Dominick's case we had a definite family history with the death of his mother, an illiterate and alcoholic father, a stepmother with whom he had little in common, a clash between first and second generations, a strong sense of social inferiority compensated for by a drive for status. Paul apparently had a normal family adjustment and no marked neuroticisms; but had a tendency toward alcoholism and one arrest for stealing. While Dominick's pattern was a borderline one, Paul was clearly an administrative problem from the army standpoint.

These cases had the following things in common:

1. A poor school and work record and a continuous conflict with authority in the army.

2. The question as to whether these were medical or administrative problems as well as the poor prognosis for future service and the questionable value of treatment.

3. The potential as well as actual threat to group morale.

4. The need for a social history supplied by civilian sources.
Discussion of Two Cases of Contrafunctional Parenting

These cases had the following traits in common:

1. A poor school-work record and a consistent conflict with siblings.
2. The teenager was a problem child who was often rebellious.
3. There was a lack of administrative support and guidance from the school.
4. The teenager was performing poorly and was not making progress.
5. The parents were not involved or supportive.
6. **Two cases of Conversion Hysteria**

In many cases there are long periods of anxiety which the patient attempted to control, because apparently his ego is unable to admit his inability to handle the situation. Often the anxiety is replaced by physical symptoms which prove disabling and that the patient can more readily accept. This seems to be the situation in these two cases.

**The case of Anthony**

The case was handled in four scheduled interviews:

Anthony is a thirty-four year old, married Staff Sergeant who was drafted in July 1942. He was overseas eight months. Patient was a squad leader in an infantry platoon and had five months of combat in the European theatre. He was hospitalized in April 1945 because of "myalgia". He had pains in his hips, legs and shoulders and extreme difficulty in walking. Patient has had similar pains since 1938; but in March 1945 they began to be disabling. In February 1945 he was accidentally shot in the left ankle by a U.S. soldier and received medical care.

Patient's mother has "high blood pressure". His father and seven siblings are "high strung".

Anthony had the usual childhood diseases. Patient talked in his sleep, had nightmares, bit his nails, had temper tantrums, and wet his bed occasionally until the age of twelve. He apparently made a normal athletic, social and sexual adjustment. He left High school during the first year "to go to work". Patient has been a "free lance commercial artist" for the last fifteen years.

In 1938 he volunteered to serve with the Loyalist forces in Spain and spent one year...
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and eight months there in the infantry and as an ambulance driver. His present symptoms appear to have had their inception at this time.

The social worker felt that he was confronted with a dilemma. Here was a patient with a conversion hysteria. He had a long history of neuroticism to which he had adjusted fairly well largely through a fortunate choice of an occupation and previous absence of traumatic experiences.

His family had a long history of liberal traditions and its male members as well as patient's fiancee had achieved status in this area by virtue of their responsible positions in the labor movement. Patient had strong inferiority feelings because of his lack of education, the nature of his job and his lack of prestige. His participation in the Spanish Civil War was his bid for status. He carried on despite a conversion hysteria that almost proved disabling. Additional combat service in the United States Army proved too much and he developed the present symptoms. Since they served the valuable purpose of preserving the patient's ego, the psychiatric social worker was confronted with the question of the goal in treatment. It was decided that since long term therapy (such as a complete or partial analysis) was not possible in this situation, a "direct attack" on these symptoms would be devastating to Anthony's ego. Therefore "ego support" was decided upon, plus some abreaction.
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The patient was quite restrained at first probably because he was feeling-out the relationship plus the need to be on the defensive because of frequent recrimination due to his fighting in Spain. But gradually a confidence transference was established on the basis of the worker's identification with some of Anthony's thinking on the subject. He was then able to give vent with a great deal of emotion and some bitterness about the treatment he had received because he "recognized our enemy early".

The worker attempted to bolster Anthony's ego by commenting on his wide interest and knowledge on a variety of subjects (brought out in the interview) as well as a high Bellevue-Wechsler (IQ 129) and his good marks on all High School Achievement Tests except mathematics. He responded to this by exclaiming, "Now I see what you are getting at. You are trying to show me that I sell myself short, aren't you?" This was used as a basis to discuss his feelings of inferiority and then some of his strong points which were a good appearance, pleasing personality, an ability to get along with people and a high social quotient. Suggestion and persuasion was used to get these ideas across.

There appeared to have been a fairly good acceptance on Tony's part and it was the feeling of the worker that the patient had a better appreciation of himself and would make a good civilian adjustment.
The best way to gain a lasting sense of cooperation is to build on the strengths of the people. In the process of cooperation, we must learn to appreciate the unique qualities of each person. The key is to create an environment where people feel valued and respected.

The worker attempting to organize for cooperation must work on the issues at hand. Understanding the needs and interests of workers is crucial. The supervisor's role is to provide an environment in which workers can feel safe and supported. The high school teacher who focuses on the core subjects of literature, history, and science is better equipped to help students understand the importance of cooperation.

In many cases, people in positions of authority are expected to act more formally with a sense of urgency. However, there is a need for leaders to remember the importance of suggestion and persuasion. The key to gaining these ideas is to create a culture of respect and cooperation.

These experiences have taught us to view every situation from the perspective of the people involved. We must remember that the success of any project depends on the cooperation of everyone involved.
The case of Hal

Hal was a thirty-eight year old married Technician fifth grade with two years of service of which eight months was overseas. Patient had four months combat as a litter bearer and company aid man attached to infantry in European Theatre of Operation. Hal injured his back in March 1945 when he tripped when carrying a litter. In April 1945, the pain not having lessened, he sought medical aid and was hospitalized on 21 April 1945. Before Hal went overseas, he spent three weeks in the hospital for nasal pharyngitis. He was treated for a sciatica in the right leg and spine.

Hal's father died thirteen years ago and his mother eight years ago from "heart disease". One brother died when he was young from pneumonia. Another brother died after the last war in a fall from a telephone pole.

He had pneumonia three times as a child. He participated in sports very little, and left school in the second half of the seventh grade to go to work. He had been working largely in hotels in charge of service and as a bartender.

Hal has been married for eight years; he has no children. His wife had an operation for removal of an ovary and is at present under doctor's care for this and "nerves".

Although Hal complained only of his back, it appeared in talking to him that he was controlling a great deal of emotion and was also anxious about his wife. He was felt that even though it might not be possible to cure his conversion symptoms that therapy could be some help in terms of abreaction and some catharsis.

Some of his anxiety was removed at the onset by explain-
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ing to him that because of his age he could not be returned to duty under existing regulations. He gradually was able to give vent to his feelings about the physical and emotional strain that had steadily mounted during service and his four months of combat. He hadn't expected to be drafted and certainly not to be sent overseas or into combat. Hal expressed the struggle in the matter of fact tone that betrayed little emotion by such phrases as "I tried to grit my teeth and keep going" and "It was tough for the kids but worse for me". The worker was able to establish some intellectual acceptance of the relationship between emotional and physical symptoms which had been aided by some ideas Hal had gained from the Group Therapy sessions. He could not, however, relate it to his back condition which he considered a purely physical thing. Perhaps his ego needed these symptoms but certainly his hospitalization for over six months mainly as a physical patient, treatment with ultra-violet ray, plus a doctor's careless (misinterpreted) remark that the patient would be lucky if he could walk straight proved too much a barrier to short term therapy.

Discussion of two cases of conversion Hysteria

The cases differed in the sense that Anthony was young and had an average athletic, sexual and job adjustment and had a greater motivation. Hal's parents and two brothers had died through illness or accidents; had had been a sickly child with a poor athletic and social adjustment. At the same time both men had a contributing civilian history, were doubtful combat material, had at least four months of traumatic experi-
Discussion of two cases of co-ordination failure

The cases all lay in the same general area of economy and inefficiency in performance, lack of coordination, and poor performance in daily tasks. The patients had a greater motivation and effort, but their performance had not shown a major decline. They had not suffered a marked change in their ability to perform daily tasks with a greater effort and coordination. The same time...
ience and had similar symptoms. The following were of signifi-
cance in this treatment:

1. The value of the other phases of the program were shown in Hal's relating
the lectures to himself and the use
of the Wechsler and High School Achievement Tests for Anthony.

2. In Hal's case it was possible to re-
lieve some of the stress early in
the contact by telling him that he
would be discharged. It was also pos-
sible to remove some of the anxiety
by doing some general interpretation
of the nature of his wife's operation.

3. Treatment was largely on the basis of
catharsis, desensitization (more in
Hal's case) giving the patient some
insight (also more in Hal's case) and
ego support (more in Anthony's case).

7. Example of the Use of the Psychiatric Social Worker to
Aid in Diagnosis

The case of John

John was a thirty-two year old, white,
single Private First Class with two years
and nine months service, of which ten
months were overseas. He had three months
of combat as a rifleman and spent eighty-
seven days as a German prisoner. After his
release by American troops he was hospital-
ized for "malnutrition, pneumonia and sev-
ere anxiety symptoms". Patient had numer-
ous headaches and colds during basic train-
ning and was a frequent visitor on sick call
for these symptoms. Patient had been court-
martialed four times; three were for AWOL
and one for sleeping on guard duty.

John was the youngest of four children. He
denies any psychiatric determinants in them
or in his parents. Patient had the usual
childhood diseases. He speaks vaguely of
"spasms" as a child, but no
definite information was elicited about this. Patient seems to have been very close to his mother. John would stay around the house rather than mix with the other children in the neighborhood. He did not participate in sports and had no dates or desire for feminine company.

John finished a commercial course in high school at the age of seventeen. Patient then worked irregularly as a junior clerk and in a factory. Patient enlisted in the Coast Guard in November, 1941, and served until October, 1942. He was given a discharge for "inaptitude because he did not want to take a special course".

In talking to John the impression was of dulling of affect, preoccupation and a tendency toward depression. He complained of "being in a fog" and headaches.

The worker thought that the patient, in view of his behavior in the interview and his history, possibly had psychotic trends. A Rorschach test showed "some tendency toward disability because of his neuroticisms but no evidence of psychoses" and a Bellevue-Wechsler "some evidence of deterioration". The psychiatrist felt there was some evidence of primordial schizophrenia. It was decided in this case temporarily to limit the work of the social worker to observation of John in the barracks and informal interviews wherever and whenever practical and necessary.

In observation of the patient in the barracks on a few occasions, it was noted that John was detached from the
rest of the men and seemingly unaware of or not interested in their presence. He slept whenever the occasion presented itself - day or night. The Rorschach and a Bellevue Wechsler seemed to have disturbed him and he felt that "there was some trick to prove him crazy".

The worker suspected that John had been drinking heavily, but saw no evidence that he brought any intoxicants into the barracks. He did notice, however, that the patient did inbibe PX beer, which apparently had a rapid and intoxicating effect on him. It was noted that particularly after John returned from a weekend pass he was usually heavily intoxicated and more depressed”. On one of these occasions the worker helped John, who had apparently been stumbling around in a daze for some time, find his barracks. When he arrived he opened his footlocker and asked, "Have a drink, Sarge?". This was diplomatically refused; but used as the basis for a profitable interview.

It developed that John began to drink in a brokerage office because "A nip now and then steadied my nerves". He told how he always felt alone even in the company of people "Because they picked on me and talked about me" and then gradually began to drink by himself. He had been arrested a few times for drunkenness and vagrancy. He became somewhat disturbed when the worker started to question him superficially about his sexual adjustment and the "interview" was terminated.
The worker repeatedly stated that he had been drinking heavily.

"I was not aware of my appearance. I felt that the participants were not interested in the proceedings. He plotted whenever the occasion presented itself. I can be right. The proceedings and a Betterman's speech seem to have attracted him and led him to say "These was some trick to throw him off."
because of this.

When the case was discussed again in conference it was decided that in view of the patient's background, chronic alcoholism, seclusiveness, preoccupation, poor sexual adjustment and letters from home complaining of John's poor adjustment, to transfer John to the General Hospital for further observation and treatment.

**Discussion of the Use of the Psychiatric Social Worker as Aiding in Diagnosis**

Here we see the worker in a role that we do not usually consider as typically his. There were cases such as this when the psychiatrist, due to his own lacks or to the nature of his duties, was in need of added information to aid in determination as to whether the nature of the patient's illness fell within the scope of the function of our facility.

The structure was such that all the material could be obtained, except for the necessary interview for a social history by virtue of the fact that the social worker was in a unique position to supplement the knowledge and information about the patient as well as be available in the event of difficulty.
When the case was cleared up to continue its...
CHAPTER IV

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In this thesis, the writer has attempted to present a description of the Neuropsychiatric Section of Camp Edwards Convalescent Hospital with special emphasis on psychiatric social work. An overall picture was presented in terms of a brief history, discussion of the structure, differentiation from a civilian mental hospital, types of cases and types of treatment. The role of the psychiatric social worker in individual and group therapy was presented first in general terms and then in the light of the experience of the writer on the basis of his case load to better understand the problems, techniques and goals of treatment.

It would be advisable since there are some differences in function and structure from a civilian hospital, to consider these first. These limitations and problems that are not always faced by the civilian hospital included the fact that there was little opportunity for the hospital to determine its own policies and selection of personnel (the latter was generally poorly trained), there was no incentive for good work by the staff, the records were frequently poor and inadequate, securing outside material for social histories was extremely difficult. In addition the patients were "unselected", and been hospitalized for periods of at least six months with
CHAPTER VI

SUMMARY CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In this chapter, the writer has attempted to present a generalization of the neurobehavioral research at Camp Eureka. Conventional pathology with special emphasis on personality...
little treatment, the value of the medical clearance was questionable, army environment itself was an irritating factor, and there was the element of secondary gain. This last factor was bolstered by the civilian attitude of either coddling the patient and telling him his job was done and/or reflecting fear and uneasiness because of lack of ability to understand the patient's difficulty.

At the same time there were some advantages over a civilian hospital. One of these was the fact that there was no monetary problem (though it was easier to have a gym built than secure a box of paper clips). It was possible to secure almost unlimited facilities for occupational therapy, physical training and recreation. The worker was in a unique position to observe the patient in practically every phase of his existence and he even lived in the same barracks and ate in the same mess hall as his patients.

What then can be said about the background of the patients? Most of the patients in the study had a history of a personal and/or family neuroticisms and usually a tendency toward lack of social athletic, school, and/or work adjustments. The motives behind the patient's "enlistment" were usually revealing. In many such cases it would seem that the man was a poor risk and if inducted certainly should have been considered as questionable combat material. Here the value of "special posting" would seem apparent.
At the same time these were some advantages over a give

them hospital. One of these was that they were on

were more likely to have a smaller number of patients (less than a dozen, perhaps) and were more likely to have a more personal relationship with each patient. The workers were in a more direct contact to diagnose and treat the patients and to provide care in the same facility and the same environment as they were.

What then can be said about the potential of the be-

aspects of social, family, and community support, and the need for help and guidance. The workers played the pivotal role in the patients' treatment and were necessary to maintain the patients' well-being. In many cases, it would seem that the mental or emotional factors were more important than the physical factors. In these cases, it may seem that the patients were in a more isolated environment.
The reason for the presence of those patients at Camp Edwards Convalescent Hospital was for treatment. The term "treatment", while generally used in a specific application to individual and group psychotherapy, could in a sense be applied to the entire daily schedule. The physical training, occupational therapy, classes for various interests plus the recreational activities served a valuable purpose in keeping the patient from centering his attention on himself and his symptoms and also served as a useful channelizing of hostility and aggression. Many of the workers in these activities as well as many of the barracks sergeants cooperated closely in aiding the total treatment plan either actively or with many helpful observations. Psychological testing and counseling also played a part in the total effort to help get the patient well.

The role of the psychiatric social worker was considered as relating more specifically to group and individual therapy. The use of group therapy was a necessity because it was the sole basis of treatment for from eighty to eighty-five percent of the patients. It served the following valuable purposes:

1. The sessions were so controlled that the patient received a reeducation by means of the wider group experience of which the sessions were a part.

2. They served as catharsis and helped satisfy the neurotic need for attention.
The reason for the presence of these patients is camp.

Emphasis on the importance of group support was for treatment. The term "treatment," white generally seen in a medical application, brought into a sense in the active role of the nurse with other staff. The psychiatric examination of the patient is a means for various interview, giving the occupational therapist an indication of the patient's amount of activity as well as the patient's reaction to other activities. Many of the patients in these activities as well as many of the activities that could be considered socially in the institution or the patient's history. The total treatment plan other activities or with many patients in the occupational therapy and psychological care, any conversation, thinking to help the patients.

The role of the psychiatric social worker was unique. The need of each patient was a necessary process. The goal of treatment for each patient was the following, or the presence and the need for attention.
3. The need for meeting problems as they occur and maintaining good morale.

4. The function of reducing secondary anxiety and guilt feelings.

5. They aided the patients to see their own problems through identification with those of others.

6. They helped bring about the acceptance of the sharing nature of treatment.

7. By this method individual resistance was lessened and therefore the patient could bring forth additional information about himself.

8. Individual problems would come to light that could be followed up in individual treatment.

9. It was a valuable adjunct to individual therapy.

Although because of necessity group therapy was the only psychotherapy for about 80% of the patients, in the rest of the cases individual treatment was attempted. With a constructive use of function and an appreciation of and acceptance of limitations as practiced in this situation, it was felt that short contact interviewing of a high professional standard was accomplished. (The writer had the advantage of good psychiatric and psychiatric case work supervision plus a second year of graduate work). This was especially necessary
The need for continued participation by all members.

The importance of maintaining open communication and trust.

It's important to keep the lines of communication open with the rest of the team.

Also, the presence of the team members is crucial to the success of the project.

In addition, the team's commitment to the project is essential for its success.

Finally, the team's ability to work together effectively is crucial to the project's success.

Although some members of the team may feel that individual participation is not as important as working together, this is not the case. The success of the project relies on the collective effort of all team members.

In conclusion, it's important to maintain open communication, trust, and a strong commitment to the project to ensure its success.
in order to keep one's perspective with a large case load and inexperienced personnel.

The acceptance of limitations also necessitated that, since the number of interviews averaged about five, the treatment goal be adjusted accordingly. Thus, although a long standing pattern of neuroticisms as well as the need for help in many areas might be obvious, therapy had to be concentrated on the present problem and symptoms. This meant that the case work relationship was on an ego level and the tools used were abreaction (or catharsis) desensitization, reassurance, suggestion, discussion of life history, bibliotherapy, ego support, manipulation and a little persuasion.

The fact that the worker was a fellow G.I. gave the patient a feeling of friendly non-judgmental acceptance and understanding. The assurance that here was someone sincerely interested in him and his problems enabled the patient to relax and made the establishment of rapport in most cases (excluding psychopaths) relatively easy. A frank and honest approach with the exercising of care not to over identify with his unjustified gripes usually completed the picture. Since this was a reality situation in which the worker felt secure in his role, it was not necessary to disguise the fact that he was a fellow soldier, by such means as wearing a white coat which were discussed by Sgt. Feldberg. The most important
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In order to keep one's perspective with a large sense of

inexperience personal.

The consequences of interactions are necessitated by
since the number of interactions averaged equal times the score
want also be registered cautiously. This research is a large
ability between the control or experimental as well as the need for help
in many areas when to operate, often, strongly and to be considered
t in many cases it may be obvious, strongly and to be considered
work localization was on one level and the large need was
expected, assumption of the interaction, philosophy, and approach
emergence and a little breathing.

The fact that the worker was a fellow G.I. gave the be-
et a feeling of intensity and non-repetitive occurrences and may
generalize the assumption that there were some events in-
interested in him and the personality of the patient to be-
fix any mode the exploration of thoughts in most cases (e)
and any other learning and not in a specific way. A thank and honest nb-
progress with the exploration of cases not to overtly indicate the
these mutually exclusive main stay completely the balance. Since
we saw a reality situation in which the worker felt secure
in the case, it was not necessary to disguise the fact that
we saw a fellow soldier, or some sense as meaning while could

work more generous on the front.

These results, for example, the feeling of power and a
thing was for the worker to understand the meaning of the symptoms to the patient.

The rapport established the basis for catharsis which was fundamental as a step in any treatment plan for its value in itself as well as to make other techniques possible. Once the worker had established himself in his role as a helping person, the patient was able to release some of his anxieties, fears and conflicts. This was true because this experience was unique in his army experience and "civilians couldn't understand" what he had been through. The value of this was very marked in the decrease of subjective complaints as well as objective symptoms. When there was time available, it was felt valuable to have the patient relate the traumatic experience two or more times so that most of the anxiety associated with it would diminish and it would assume more normal proportions in his life history.

Usually the feeling of guilt associated with the neurosis or secondary anxiety over the symptoms could be relieved by the worker's reassurance which would be expressed either by words or "feeling tone". The fact that he could talk to someone who could identify with him and who did not represent authority was frequently reassurance in itself.

Suggestion either expressed or implied was quite valuable in initiating greater activity on the part of the patient in the daily program as well as leisure time activities. Its
The support and assistance the patient receives is a major part of his treatment plan for the future. It is not enough to make after-care recommendations passing. Once the patient has been discharged he must, in time, take a leading position in his own recovery. 

The patient was able to release some of his anxieties and conflicts. This was true for the entire first experience we had together. The value of this was very strong since the patient had been brought to the center. He was asked to have the patient relate the traumatic experience with two or more clients so that we could share experiences and each become more aware of the process. 

In the future, the learning of new associations with the visit is to be encouraged. Existing over the symptom could be labelled as the patient's unconscious attempts to work on "learning zone". The fear that he sought to come one and can also be labelled as the patient's unconscious attempt to fail. 

In the belief programs as well as the primary activities, the patient is expected to express anxiety or disclosed. The patient is asked to be part of the patient's activities to the extent possible. The patient is expected to express anxiety or disclosed.
use is illustrated in practically all of the examples presented in this study.

The discussion of the patient's life history often aided in giving the patient a better understanding of himself and as a result he was in some cases better from a psychiatric standpoint than at the time of his induction. In connection with this bibliotherapy was utilized in general (a library had been established in the writer's barracks) and patients were asked to read certain material in specific cases. In the latter situation this material was discussed in individual interviews.

Although the material in the previous paragraph can very aptly be called techniques of ego support, the discussion of the individual's strengths was often a means of raising the individual's confidence and self esteem and thereby lessening his need for symptoms.

Another technique used in treatment and perhaps most generally considered a social work tool was "manipulation". It could perhaps be called the cornerstone of the whole program. The daily schedule and the leisure time activities were valuable environmental manipulation for men who had been lying in hospital wards for six or more months with little to do except worry and gripe. The use of the occupational therapists, teachers, physical instructors, barracks sergeants, and even
We are interested in presenting all of the examples present...

The presentation of the paper, the paper preparation of film, and in giving the presentation a better representation of film, may be a tutorial process in some cases, better from a production standpoint prior to the time of the information. In connection

with the original process, the attention in general of the

individual" and "individual's" attention was given as a means of testing the

individual's consciousness and self-esteem and thereby assessing

the need for a symptom.

Another important need in treatment and prevention work.

It is very common to see a family work with sophisticated

communication and family therapy. The latter sometimes lack the necessary social services. The group, sometimes lack the necessary social services. The group, sometimes lack the necessary social services. The group, sometimes lack the necessary social services.
other patients aided in manipulation of the individual as part of the treatment plan. Assignment of various men to different jobs in the hospital was also in the same area.

Although persuasion and reeducation were used in limited degree, they were valuable in a few cases in conjunction with the other tools to achieve the desired goal—insight into the nature of the symptoms. They had limited value as case work tools, however, and had to be used very carefully as the "appeal to reason" was often disappointing in its results.

These techniques in conjunction with the scheduled interviews and day to day program only told part of the picture. The ability to talk to the men informally at mess, in the barracks, in the latrine, in the camp area and outside, either individually or in groups served as a valuable adjunct to the entire treatment process. It was here that the worker "proved he was one of the boys". These settings were the key to the whole program because of the free give and take as well as the revealing of material that might never come to the surface.

A combination of these techniques was valuable in all cases (except the "psychopath") and showed varied results from relief of some of the anxiety to almost complete insight. In one instance on which a follow-up was available, we can say that the patient was apparently making a better adjustment than before his induction. In terms of the "psychopath"
the difficulty in getting a "reliable" social history and the factors of malingering and difficulty in treatment, and the vacuum in jurisdiction between the medical and the administrative branches, there seemed to be little value in admitting psychopaths to the Camp Edwards Convalescent Hospital. In fact, it might be said that their presence was detrimental because of their effect on morale.

The above material demonstrates the valuable knowledge and experience that the psychiatric social worker gained in his own field. This extended to psychiatry and psychology as well. Because of the danger (due to the rapid turnover) of neglecting to discover cases of psychoses, epilepsy, or possible organic diseases and in view of the need to evaluate his treatment role, the psychiatric social worker found a knowledge of psychiatric diagnoses and symptoms was necessary. He has found it necessary to administer and evaluate intelligence, aptitude and personality tests as well as to participate in vocational counseling.

Throughout this paper the writer has made many criticisms of the Neuropsychiatric Treatment program. Although it was undoubtedly true that due to the extremely rapid growth of our army and the tremendous pressure to put a fighting force on the field, much of this was "unavoidable", there are a few outstanding needs which are evident as a result of this experience.
1. Democracy must do a better job of indoctrination of its citizens.

2. A better system of screening at the induction Centers utilizing to a greater extent the social worker and the social service index to give the psychiatrist a better basis for his interviews.

3. The following personnel practices are needed:
   a. Better utilization throughout the army of people trained in psychiatric or related work in areas calling for use of their skills.
   b. An improved system of in-service training.
   c. More motivation for the professional staff by means of reward for merit.
   d. Utilization of qualified civilian personnel both on a consultation and staff basis.

4. A more efficient screening of patients who are to receive treatment in a Convalescent Hospital with emphasis on the elimination of psychopaths.

5. A clearer separation of medical and administrative responsibility in relation to the psychopath.

6. Prompt institution of a planned program of activity and treatment for patients at the point of hospitalization.

7. A means of getting a social history from civilian agencies that will emphasize speed and quality.

8. Group therapy should be conducted with more homogeneous groups of smaller size at a time during the day when the patient would be more responsive and in conjunction with
The following personnel practices are needed:

1. More participation in planning.
2. More participation in selecting.
4. More participation in training.
5. More participation in control.
7. More concern on work conditions.
8. More concern over safety and physical conditions.
9. More concern for the welfare and maintenance of personnel.
10. More concern for emotional maintenance of personnel.
11. More concern for physical maintenance of personnel.
individual therapy.

9. A system of special posting should be instituted throughout the army for better utilization of personnel.

Approved,

[Signature]

Dean
Intelligence Report

As a matter of security: parking space
be protected from new ride
for better utilization of personnel.
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